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SECTION B

Phi Sigs lose charter
apter recall
comes
effective June 1
By SCOTT BOEHMER
111d DENISE RENFRO

I.ta

editors

Members of Phi Sigma Sigma
iorority were informed Wed~sday evening by their national
\)ffice that their chapter charter
was recalled.
The recall becomes effective
on June 1, 1997. After that date
all members of the sorority will
become alumnae members.
Members of Phi Sigma Sigma
contacted Thursday declined to
comment.
The charter of the sorority was
tevoked by the national office
because of low membership
numbers.
"I know membership has been
a concern of tbeir .or.ganµation
for sevei"af years, hut I don ' t
know any specific reason (for the

national office's decision)," said
Becky Marushak, assistant
director of Student Life/Greek
Affairs.
Sorority members may stay in
the house next year because it is
too late in the semester to ask the
residents to look (or housing,
said Kathy Miller, assistant
director.of housing.
"We would let them stay there
the next academic year," Miller
said.
The members will have to
remove all crests and signs
identifying it as being the Phi
Sigma Sigma house, she said.
Currently, the building is
contracted through the national
chapter and members of the
sorority.
Miller said the building will be
set up similarly to a residence
hall. Any spots in the building
that are not filled by Pl)i Sigma
Sigma members will be
contracted out to other students.
s~ said the . socodty already
agreed to have seven women
who were not members of the

sorority stay in .the building to
fill its minimum resident
requirement before the recall was
finalized.
She said she expects when a
new sorority is brought to
Eastern, she anticipates there will
be interest in using the building
for housing.
Marushak said she was
surprised by the decision, but it
was not one that Eastern had to
make.
"This is completely an
external decision made by the
central office. The university was
relatively uninvolved in the
whole process," she said.
"Of course we ·will be more
than willing to help· the women
and the national organization in
~ any way we can," Marushak said.
Members of the organization
can become a recognized student
organization, but they would not
be able to have the same name or
the same constitution.
The members alsu can petition
to become a recognized alumnae
chapter of the organization.

House to vote on pre-paid tuition
By DENISE RENFRO
Cimpus editor
The bill proposing a plan for prepaid college
tuition has been introduced in the Illinois House of
presentatives and will be considered before
aembers adjourn in May.
Senate bill 878 passed on March 17 with 52
votes for the bill, two against and two obtaining.
If the House approves the biJI, it will go to Gov.
Jim Ed.gar for signing before it would take effect.
If the bill i~ passed'. the first class of students to
benefit from the program would be students who
are currently high school freshmen.
It will take three years after the person
purchases the contract before the student can go to
school to make certain that there is enough money
in the fund to cover the cost. The first contracts
will be sold in the fall of 1998.
"We need to have three years worth of money in
order to build up a fund to make sure that the fund
is always solid and stable," said Don Prince,
usistant to the director of the Illinois Student
Assistance Commission.
Prince said the idea for the program is taken
from different people and the 13 other states that

have prepaid tuition programs in operation.
"We have researched other states thoroughly,"
he said.
·
The program allows a person to pay one rate for
their child's education at either a state university
or a community college.
~'Rates will be the average tuition and fees for
all universities and separately all the community
colleges," he said.
The reason to take the average, Prince said, is to
keep the program simple and to not have the
money from the program used for record-keeping.
The money will be invested In what a contracted
investment firm deems to be the best place such as
stocks and fixed income, he said.
"This is first, to be safe and secondly, to ensure
that the investment grows faster than tuition
grows,'" he said.
The government is giving tax benefits to the
purchaser in two ways, he said. All the earnings
and the interest would not be subject to state
income tax at all. Secondly, any tax earned on it is
deferred until the money is started to be paid out
to the beneficiary. It is then taxed at the student's
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A student walks by the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
Thursday in the snow. Temperatun!s dropped to an unseasof!a/>le
low. Temperatures should rise going into the weekend.

Snow not common
for spring weather
8y ROB STROUD
Citreditor
Eastern
students
saw
something they hoped they
would never see again for a
long time yesterday afternoon:
snow.
Dalias Price, a local weather
observer, said snow in April is
not common, but also is not out
of the ordinacy. Price said the
area has been known to get
twe>-tentJts of an inch of snow in
April.
"That's about Wh1J.t we're
going to get out of this," Price
said.
He said the temperature
yesterday was unseasonably
cold. The average temperature
for this time of year should be
'50 degrees, Price said.
Instead, yesterday's average
~mperature was 35 degrees.
"That gives you an idea of
the unusualness of the weather,"
he said.
Fortunately, 35 degrees is still
too warm of a temperature for
the snow to really accumulate,
Price said.
Price said the 20-degree
temperature
Wednesday

morning was a record low. 1be
previous record was set on April
19, 1914.
The area experienced weather
at the opposite end of the
weather spectr1lm 67 years ago,
Pric~ said. He said the
temperature reached a record
high for April of ·90 degrees on
April 11, 1930.
Price said these unusual
weather extremes are just part
of "the seesaw battle between
springtime and summer."
However, Price said the area
will not have to worry about
temperatures getting any lower
this April.
"The coldest of the_ blast of
Arctic air is letting up now, so
we don't have to give up hope,"
he said.
Price said the weather will be
more springlike after this
weekend. He said the area can
expect temperatures in the 70s
and 80s in the daytime next
week.
''This will be conductive to
the spring flowers coming and
farmers tilling the ground,"
Price said. The ground has
thawed out enough for farmers
to plant their seeds, he said.

Coles County indicts 11 on drug distribution charges
Ir ROB STROUD
Ciry editor

An anonymous tip two years ago has led to
the April 3 and 4 indictments of people
lllegedly connected with one of the largest
iug organi7Jltions in Coles County history.
Coles County law enforcement officials
mnounced Wednesday that a grand jury has
Jetumed 11 new indictments concerning the
Mstribution
of
cocai ne
and
lachamphetamines.
Master Sgt. Dave McLearin, the head of
1be East Central Illinois Drug Task Force, said
1bese indictments were the result of a twe>-

year investigation by the task force, the Coles
County State's Attorney's Office and local
police departments.
The investigation began after an
anonymous tip that said people in Mattoon
were receiving large quantities of cocaine and
~phetamines, Mcl.earin said.
Not much information was available in the
first year of the investigation, but the second
year yielded information that led to the
indictments last week.
One of those indicted, Lowell E. Kelsey,
43, of 11 Wmdemere in Mattoon and Orange
Beach, Ala, is alleged to be the head of the
organization, Mcl.earin said.

"We think that he was a major player
around here," Mcl.earin said Mcl.earin said
Kelsey allegedly arranged for drugs to be
delivered to this area.
The indictment charged Kelsey with 16
counts of controlled substance trafficking.
Kelsey's bond was set at $50 million.
Mcl.earin said this is one of the largest bonds
that has ever been asked for in Coles County.
Mcl.earin said a bond this large was asked
for because of the large amounts of drugs
Kelsey is allegedly responsible for handling.
1be indictments were returned for people at
five levels of the organiz.ation, Mcl.earin said.
Mcl..earin said these, levels include those

who imported the drugs, those who received
the drugs, those who bought large quantities
to sell, those who ·bought small quantities to
sell and those that bought even smaller
quantities for personal use.
Indictments have also been filed against:
• James M. Smith, Z'l, of 1201 Stinson Ave.,
Mattoon, was charged with two counts of
controlled substance trafficking and two
counts of unlawful calculated criminal drug
conspiracy.
• Jonathan C. Arena, 41, of 2113 Western
Ave., Mattoon, was charged with one count of
unlawful calculated drug conspiracy.

See INDICTMENT page 2
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CommlfteeQTVes~·reporftOCAA ~~TAN;~~;;; ;~;;~w~*
The Council on Academic Affairs Thursday heard
a report from the General Education Assessment
Committee.
The committee previously submitted a proposal to
the CAA to change courses to improve the
Integrated Core to try to help students prepare for
the real world.
The committee reported that the survey was taken

to see what faculty, students and advisers thought
about the present Integrated Core courses.
The survey results showed that advisers were
mostly negative toward the core courses because of
the availability of courses. Advisers said students
are placed in courses because of the availability of
the student and the courses, and not because of interests.

Nominations taken for RHA executive
The Residence Hall Association
Thursday opened the floor for nominations of four vacant executive
positions for next semester.
The open positions are president,
vice
president,
National
Communications
Coordinator/lllinoi s
Communications Coordinator and
treasurer.
Those whcr were nominated to

run for these positions are Larry
Jennings and Sheila Simmons for
president; Haley Pope and Liz
Halbert for vice president; Jamie
Workman and Kathy Roberg for
NCC/ICC; and Erica Mason, Anne
Niznik and Misti Novander for
treasurer.
Also, Jackie McGrath, co-chair
of the Constitution Committee,
handed out revisions of proposals

outlined for the constitution. The
constitution would change the
number of at-large voting members
for a residence hall.
The new proposed changes are
for every active voting member of
the hall, there may be one at-large
voting member. At-large voting
members may not make or second
a motion and cannot vote in elections.
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rate.
good thing about this program is it forces you to save
Essentially when the student receives the money to early," Bruehler said.
go to school from the account, it is counted as income
"It's a question of who you trust, the state or a priupon which taxes must be paid.
vate financial adviser," he said. "There are other ways
"You always have to pay taxes on money that you the parent can give that same advantage," he said.
earned," Prince said. "When the student filed an
If the student decides not to attend college then the
income tax return that student would have to declare money is returned to the purchaser plus 2 percent
the interest on their prepaid tuition contract as interest.
income."
'They wouldn't lose anything, but they might make
Jim Bruehler, an economics professor at Eastern, more if they invest it in some other way," he said.
said it would be an advantage for the student to be
If the student dies or becomes disabled in some way
taxed on the interest rather than the parent because the that attending college is impossible then the purchaser
student is likely in a lower tax bracket.
gets all the money back plus all the money earned by
While some of the money that the student is taxed the investment.
on may have truly been income, a lot of that just
"Deciding to go to school is a choice - death is not
reflects changes on-the dollar.
a choice," he said.
"A 1997 dollar is not the same as a 2020 dollar," he
However, if the student, for any reason, decides not
said.
to go to school, the money can be transferred to anothBruehler said the program offers security, which is er family member, he said.
positive, but an individual may be able to invest the
According to the contract, the benefits must be used
money better and get:'a higher return. , ·' " ... "" ~, ·"' within J(}. yeai:s :after it.he student starts using them.
, "~Twou-Jdn,?,t bt.Hnclined 'to'ido it .pe,rsonally," . , Jf the student decides to drop out of school, if it is
Bruehler said, "I'm relatively confident that I could done by the school's drop out date, it does not count as
earn higher rate than tuition cost rising."
a full semester and the parents get the money back.
"There is really only one important thing: save and
If a student drops out after the date, the money is
save early. If you do that you're in good shape. The lost for that semester.

INDICTMENT
• Joseph K. Crosnoe, 40, of 8
Hedgewood Drive, Sullivan, was
charged with one count of unlawful calculated criminal drug conspiracy.
n Billy D. Hamilton, 51, of 1213 S.
15th St., Mattoon, was charged
with the possession of a controlled
substance with the intent to deliver.
n Jason R. Parsley, 21, of 3501
Marshal Ave., Mattoon, was
charged with unlawful calculated
criminal drug conspiracy.
n Dennis L. Allsop, 41, of Beecher
City, was charged with five counts
of unlawful calculated criminal
drug conspiracy.

from page
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n Lonnie L. Glidewell, 32, of
Greenup, was charged with eight
counts of calculated criminal drug
conspiracy.
n Paul L. Green, 58, of Route 3,
Mattoon, was charged with two
counts of controlled substance trafficking.
n Todd A. Thompson, 27, of 617
N. 25th St., was charged with two
counts of controlled substance trafficking and two counts of unlawful
calculated criminal drug conspiracy.
McLearin said three people who
were indicted remain at large. This
includes Brad R. Irons, 46, of 2304

"'"""

Marshall Ave. He is charged with
10 counts of controlled substance
trafficking and one count of calculated criminal drug conspiracy.
Irons is believed to have fled the
country, McLearin said.
The indictments of the other two
people cannot be opened until they
are arrested.
McLearin said the task force has
collected enough information to
make more arrests in the next few
weeks.
If anyone has any information
related to the case they can reach
the task force by calling 1-800628-2958.
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Spring brings increase in bike accidents Drum asks
By KATHY SCHREIER
Staff writer

"The front wheels of mountain
bikes are put over the rack and
locked underneath which takes
up five spaces instead of one
and makes it hard for other
bikes to fit in."
Diane Ingram, president of
the Eastern Illinois Cycling
Club, said she has seen a significant increase in the number of
bicycles on campus over the
past few years, but not an
increase in racks to accommodate them.
"There definitely aren't
enough racks around campus,"
Ingram said."Those that are
available are in bad condition,
often scratching up bikes."
Anywhere from 60-80 bikes
are given away annually because
they are impounded and not registered with the police department or claimed by the owner,
Osborne said.
Illegal parking is a common
offense that can result in a fine,

With the warmer spring
weather comes an increase in
the number of bikes used on
campus, which results in congestion in bike racks and on
sidewalks.
University Police Sgt. Ron
Osborne said the number of bike
racks on campus is adequate for
the number of bikes used. He
said approximately 20 new racks
were added last year.
Students, however, claim
there still are not enough spaces
for parking their bikes.
"As the weather gets nice, it's
harder to find a parking spot,"
said Dan McCarthy, junior
accounting major.
"People aren't using the racks
the way they were meant to be
used, which monopolizes too
much space," said Brandon
Debuhr, senior geography major.

Osborne said.
"Unless a bike is parked in a
walk path or handicap spot, a
warning is issued for a first time
offense. The second time, a $25
ticket is given," Osborne said.
Not only does the increase in
bicycles crowd the racks, but it
also crowds the sidewalks, posing a danger to both bikers and
pedestrians. Last year one student received a broken arm due
to a biking accident and there
have been many near misses,
Osborne said.
"Often times students aren't
really safe or considerate and
come flying up behind (pedestrians)," Ingram said.
"People walk every-whichway and it's really hard to
weave in between them on a
bike," McCarthy said.
"Sometimes people who are
walking stop and make a 90
degree tum without even looking behind them," Debuhr said.

to defend
self in trial
By ROB STROUD
City editor

SARAH WONG/Staff photographer
Some bicycles are parked outside
of McAfee Gym Wednesday afternoon.
Debuhr said a possible solution to the problem would be to
create bike lanes painted on the
sidewalks to elevate the unsafe
weaving around pedestrians. A
bike path around the perimeter
of campus would also eliminate
bikers "flying through campus
for exercise," Debuhr said.

VP candi·dates want better relations with students
By JESSICA BAKER
Assoc. news editor
Both candidates vying for the position of student vice president for student affairs have different views on how to get the campus
involved in Student Government.
Candidate Jason Amato said he wants to see
the Student Government get directly involved
with the students on campus.
"I want to gain better ties between Student
Government and the Recognized Student
Organizations on campus," said Amato, a
senior finance major.
To do this, Amato wants to begin e-mailing
Miit RSOs and keep in contact with the organi'hlions by letting them know what is happening
in Student Government.
"By doing this, (RSOs) can learn what is
going on with Student Government and the
senate can know what is going on with the
RSO," he said.
Erin Weed, a sophomore speech communication major, also is running for the position and

Erin Weed

Jason Amato

says her number one priority is to have a recycling plan implemented for the university and
Charleston. Weed said the issue of recycling is
overlooked, and that Student Government
needs to increase student awareness on the
issue.
,
"This issue doesn1' affec_t people now, but it
will affect people in the future," she said.
Recycling on campus is confusing for people
because they don't know where to recycle
products, she said.
Amato said another idea he wants to pursue,
if elected, is to have bar alternatives for students on campus.

"I want to have something like Coffee Talk,
which is in Gregg Triad on Fridays, but have
Student Government sponsor it," he said.
Amato said he would like to get better entertainment and in warmer weather move the
event into one of the quads.
Amato also wants to bring back tailgating to
athletic events on campus.
Tailgating will draw students to athletic
events, he said. Alcohol will be served at the
tailgating parties, but only people 21 years old
or older will be allowed in the fenced-in area.
There would also be activities for people who
are under 21, such as tricycle races and disc
jockeys, Amato said.
Weed saki. another idea .she wanted to see
accomplished' is to o'pdate the ·student
Government Strategic Plan, which was implemented in 1991.
"I want to set new goals for Student
Government and to show how much we have
grown since the 1991 version," Weed said.
Amato is running in the NOW Party and
Weed is running with Party 2000.

Correction .........________________________
An article in Thursday's Greek Guide misquoted Jen Law, co-chair for Greek Sing. The quote should have read that "students don't have fun at Greek
Sing in the same way they have fun at Greek Garnes." A quote also was misattributed to Mandr DesReMaux, overall Greek Week chair. The quote
. should have been attributed to Law.
,
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The man accused of the Jan. 4
murder of a Mattoon man has
filed a motion to represent himself in his trial.
Charles Drum, 27, of 2101
Champaign Ave., Mattoon, is
charged with first degree murder
in connection with the death of
Shane Ellison.
Drum has filed a motion asking
that his right to be represented by
Public Defender Lonnie Lutz be
waived and that he be allowed to
represent himself in the trial.
"Charles is a fairly intelligent
young man," Lutz said. However,
Lutz said he still advised Drum
not to ma.ke this decision.
"I don't think that it's a wise
decision to ma.ke," Lutz said.
Lutz said that Drum's representation of himself could slow
down the trial because of Drum's
lack of legal knowledge. The
judge will have to provide more
instructions to Drum than he
would to an attorney, Lutz said.
Lutz said it is not unusual for
someone to defend themselves
against lesser charges
However, Lutz said defending
one's self is not common in cases
as serious as Drum's. To his
knowledge, Lutz said he could
not recall anyone in Coles County
deciding to represent themselves
after being charged with murder.
Lutz said'he was not sure when
CirCJ.lH Co1m Judge Ashton
Waller would hear Druin 's
motion.
As long as Drum is judged to
be mentally capable, he can represent himself, Lutz said.
Lutz said he could be appointed as Drum's adviser if Drum is
allowed to defend himself.
Drum's brother Thomas Drum,
23, 1105 28th St., of Mattoon and
Marcus Douglas, 22, of Mattoon
are also charged in connection
with the murder.
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Civil service workers
show that agitation
results in swift action

Last year's diversity is this year's downfall
As the Student Government
gestions for improving Student
elections roll around again, it
"Now the two
Government, they all still have
seems appropriate to look back and
similar backgrounds.
remind ourselves about last year's
candidates ...
This may not be representative
election.
have jonned their of the campus as a whole, but these
One party, the Unity Party,
students should not be criticized.
swept the elections.
own parties that
Of the 11,000 on campus, these I 0
The Unity Party included
are both
are the only ones running for
Student Body President Jason REAGAN BRANHAM
Student Government executive
Anselment, Vice President for Regular columnist
100-percent white positions.
and greek. "
But when a political party is
Financial Affairs Lance Phillips,
V.P. for Public Affairs Brian
made to ensure all students can be
Anderson, V.P. for Student Affairs ""'''·"·"'''''"'' '''","'"''"'''''~'-''""""""''''·"''"'''"''"···'··•""''·•>w•>••·'···"''·'•'···•>•""'''""'''%' represented on the Student
Nora Strong and V.P. for Academic Affairs Kim Harris.
Government, like was done last year, and when students come
The Unity Party "came in with no platform other than to to senate meetings with tape over their mouths because they
think they are not being heard by the senate members, it surrepresent students," Anselment said.
The Unity Party prided itself on representing a diverse prises me that the only students running for the executive
group of students by having a diverse group of student leaders positions are from groups that are already being represented
in the political party.
in the Student Senate.
Two of those five candidates are now running again this
Anderson said he chose his party members not based on
time against each other. Harris and Anderson are each run- who they were but instead on their personality and experining for student body president.
ence.
Both candidates have formed their own political parties:
"My experience ha<; been that it doesn't matter what group
Harris is leading the NOW Party and Anderson is leading they represent," Anderson said. "What is more important is
Party 2000.
their experience and knowledge and commitment."
Ironically, now the two candidates, both of whom were part
Harris echoed Anderson's sentiments.
of the Unity Party that was representative of the entire student
"We could tell in the first meeting who was best suited for
body, have formed their own parties that are both 100-percent executive seats," she said.
white and greek.
The candidates in both parties seem to know what is going
In Party 2000 is Anderson, a Sigma Pi alumni; Julie Riley, on in Student Government and on campus, and could probaa member of Alpha Gamma Delta; Ryan Coffey, a member of bly all do OK in the positions they are running for.
Delta Chi; Jen Daulby, a member of Sigma Kappa; and Erin
But it is still disturbing that students will have such a lack
Weed, a member of Alpha Phi.
of choice when they go to the polls next Tuesday and
In the NOW Party is Harris, a member of Alpha Sigma Wednesday to vote on who will be their new representatives
Alpha; Sarah Bordenkircher, a member of Delta Zeta; Steve in the Student Government.
Zielinski, a member of Lambda Chi Alpha; Ruthie Rundle, a
If students were planning to vote based on who the candimember of Alpha Phi; and Jason Amato, a member of Sigma dates are rather than what they stand for, they can't. Instead,
Phi Epsilon.
students should focus on what the candidates stand for and
In comparing last year's election to this year's, probably what they have done in the past.
the biggest difference is the lack of diversity among the -Reagan Branham is a regular weekly columnist and managchoices of candidates.
ing editor for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
Although the candidates can offer different ideas and sug- curlb4@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu.
1

When strong actions are taken, results are seen.
That's what Sandra Ramsay and Eastem's civil service employees proved with their letter to President
David Joms concerning the strategic plan.
Ramsay submitted the letter stating that the civil
service employees disapproved of objective eight.
of the current strategic plan proposal.
Objective eight read that Eastern would "establish an initiative to replace
the cumbersome, antiquated employee classification/selection system with
a process the ensures the identification and selection of employees who are best suited and most
motivated for specific positions."
The language in the letter "insulted" Eastem's
civil service employees and was an attempt to ...
eliminate the civil service system, according to
Ramsay.
A subcommittee of Council on University
Planning and Budget has been going through faculI
ty and staff responses to the strategic plan proposal.
The next time the subcommittee met the group
struck most of the language from the objective,
agreeing to revise the objective.
Members of the subcommittee said they were
planning on revising the objective, but the civil service employees immediate concerns and actions
got the job done.
University groups need to take note of these
employees' determination, and how it paid off. By
addressing a problem directly and immediately,
results will be seen.
Ramsay and the civil service employees took It's the food at Dining
swift, direct actions to seek the alleviation of a
problem and saw near-immediate results. Now, the Services that's horrible,
Crumb encourages students to try to
subcommittee has to solve the problem to the best not the employees
do better in a microwave. I would
of its ability.
Dear editor:
have no problem doing this except for

•tor1a
•}
Ed 1

First of all I would like to thank
Jeffrey Varchmin for finally saying
what every student has been thinking
for quite some time: food service food
is horrible.
It seems that some of the food service employees have taken this per- '
sonally, and I do not think that this
was the point. At no time has any of
the letters been against the workers
for doing their job, unless they are
using their own recipes, which I
doubt. To clear this up, I would personally like to say that it is the food
th.at makes me sick, not the employees.
I have attended two other universities before coming to Eastern, and I
must say that the food here is the
worst of the three. Many times I find
myself, like Derek, Jeffrey Varchmin
and countless other students, ordering
out instead of being subjected to
choose between the vegetarian enchilada casserole or fried fish.
In his letter on March 31, Wes

the fact that I am paying for the meals
I am not eating, plus for whatever I
decide to make in the microwave. I
can indeed do better in a microwave
and will be doing so next semester
out of the dorms. I have lived on my
own before (with other students), Mr.
Crumb, and we were all adult enough
and respected each other not to take
each other's food.
Although I agree with Mr.
Glascock that it is not our job to come
up with how to run food service, I do
offer these suggestions. First, whoever is in charge of the menu should get
in contact with other schools that are
able to provide a slightly more
appealing meal and get some suggestion from them. Second, find a way to
keep the cold plates cold, not frozen.
There have been many times when I
would have taken this option, but
from past experiences, I found the
shrimp and chicken frozen. Third, the
possibility of keeping a late-night grill
open should also be explored , for

;: . .,
many students miss dinner because of
having classes after 4 p.m. or because
they just ate lunch two hours before
and are not hungry. Until then, I'll be
eating at Jimmy John's with Derek or
at Jerry's Pizza with Jeff.
And I enjoy cramming crap in
glasses from time to time, too.

James Adam
junior marketing major

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News encourages letters to the editor concerning
local, state, national or international
issues.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed, the
name of the author, the author's
address, telephone number, year iIJ
school and current major must bt'
included.
If necessary, letters will be editec
according to length and space at th(
discretion of the editorial page edito
or editor in chief.
Anonymous letters will not be
printed.
If a letter has more than threi
authors, only the names of the firs
three will be printed .

..............................................................
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Pizza stolen from delivery car Unions focus of speech
By ROB STROUD
and CHRIS WISE
Staff editors
A pizza delivery driver
reported to police that all the
food and drinks in his car were
stolen Thursday, while it was
parked outside Stevenson Hall.
Aaron G. Halliday, 27, 903
Jefferson St., is a Topper's
delivery driver and reported to
police at I :20 a.m. the food,
drinks and pizza containers
were stolen from the pass.enger
seat of his car while he was
making a delivery inside
Stevenson Hall.
Halliday said that when he
returned to his car he noticed
the passenger side door was
open and the items were miss-

BLOTTER
ing, police reports stated.
Damage was estimated at $36
for the containers and $6.08 for
the pizza, police report stated.
Halliday said this type of
crime does not happen very
often.
"It's a fame crime, you get
your crime in the paper," he
said.
He said when he gets out of
his car at a residence hall he
locks his car, but not at offcampus houses.
"It's my fault they got stolen,
I didn't lock my car," he said.

Halliday said he had to pay
for the cost of the containers,
but not for the pizzas.
In other city and campus
news:
•Roy D. Vahling, 21, Darryn J.
Niebrugge, 21 and Patrick J.
Sheehan were cited between 11
p.m. and 11 :30 p.m. Saturday at
their apartment at 1060 Second
St. with the sale or gift of alcohol to a minor and the selling of
alcohol without a license,
police reports stated.
The reports also stated that
Maria C. Burke, 18, of
Teutopolis, Zachary R. Bishop,
19, 146 Ford Hall, and DeDe
Heurerman, 19, 57 Lincoln
Hall, were cited with the purchase/acceptance of alcohol by
a minor at the same residence.

Seat belt safety focus of next week
By KRISTEN HAYEK
Staff writer

for Papa John's pizza to those wearing their seat
belts driving around campus.
Other activities during Safety Belt Awareness
;;,. E~~ie~ Students are invited to crash a car on the Week include a speech by Becky Markwell, the
Booth Library Quad during Safety Belt Awareness seat belt educator of safety programs, about seat
Week April 8 to 16.
belt safety and drunk driving at 8 p.m. Thursday
"If people can experience the impact of a crash and at 7 p.m. Tuesday in Taylor Hall.
Surveys provided by the Alcohol Awareness
at 7 m.p.h., they could imagine what it would be
like to crash at 55 m.p.h.," said Cathy Kimball, task force will be taken at the beginning of the
seat belt coordinator of Eastern's Office of Safety week and again after the awareness week is completed. They will be used to evaluate the success
Programs.
A car crash simulator, named the "Convincer," of the campaign and the impact it has made on stuwill be in front of the library between 10 a.m. and dents to wear their seat belts.
For those students who want to learn more
2 p.m. Monday. The Vince and Larry Crash Test
Dummies will walk around to greet people as well. about seat belt safety, there will be an information
The "Convincer" is a small unit with a car seat, table set up from 9 a.m. until 3 p.m. on Thursday
a steering wheel and a seat belt which simulates a in the walkway of the Martin Luther King Jr.
7 m.p.h. car crash. The module is released at an University Union.
Both the "Convincer" and the Vince and Larry
incline and slams into a rubber bumper after reachCrash Test Dummies are funded by the Illinois
ing a rate of 7 m.p.h.
~~t;. purpos~f the "~.taoor:.:-Hrro:p:romote· Departmenf-0ff,I'QU$~n, Q;ivision of Traffic
the use of safety belts in Charleston, as well as Safety, in connection with the Office of Safety
Programs at Eastern.
throughout the State of Illinois, Kimball said.
Students in journalism class 4920 have been
Those who are at least 18 years of age are invitworking to plan events for the "Safety Belt
ed to participate in the simulator, she said.
Also on Monday, the Vince and Larry Crash Awareness Campaign" for the Alcohol Awareness
Test Dummies will be handing out free coupons task force.
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By TRACY BROWN
Activities editor

A speaker Monday will hold a
discussion with students and faculty on a campaign to organize labor
unions in Southern California.
Maria Wickstrom, member of
the organizing institute of the
American Federation of LaborCoalition of Industrial Organizations, will speak from 7:30 p.m. to
9 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Wickstrom will discuss the
Strawberry Campaign, which
wants to organize labor unions for
the migrant workers in Southern
California because of the horrible
conditions in which they work.
"There are no child labor laws in
Southern California and children as
young as eight are working in the
fields," said Moran Beasley, president of the Multi-Cultural Student

Union.
He said people are working for
$2 to $3 per hour and 16-hour days
and sometimes children just as
much if not more than the adults.
"People in Southern California
are being treated badly and being
exposed to pesticides and no one is
doing anything about it," said
Wendy Guerra, member of Latin
American Student Organizations.
Guerra said Wickstrom will talk
about how students can get
involved and write letters to the
government to help the migrant
workers form unions to stop the
harsh treatment.
Maria Herrera, vice president of
LASO, said she thinks students
don't realize what is going on with
the migrant workers and how they
can help.
"Since the migrant workers cannot defend themselves, students can
help organize labor unions for the
migrant workers," Herrera said.

Greeks help with safety
police car, take a close look at a fire
engine, meet Rex the canine cop
and have the opportunity to be finChildren from ages two to sixth geiprinted.
grade can sit in a fire truck, get finA take-home fingerprint kit will
gerprinted and meet Rex the canine be given to the children. Parents are
cop this weekend as part of Greek encouraged to use this and put it in
Week activities.
a safe place. If the child is ever
The Charleston Recreation missing the prints can be used to
Department along with residents help locate them, said Charleston
Greek Court are sponsoring a Community Police Officer Carl
"Kids' Safety Day" and "Kids' Daniel.
"Kids' Olympics" will also be
Olympics" to kick off Greek Week
held on Saturday. Kids can particactivities.
The event will take place from ipate in events such as ring, frisbee
10 a.m. to noon Saturday on Ninth and softball tosses, the long jump,
Street and Roosevelt Avenue. The . tricycle races, sack races and relay
races.
cost fQr the even.tis free..
The safety aspect of the program·
· Each chapter donated $IO for the
is hosted by the Fraternal Order of ribbons and certificates will be
Police,
Charleston
Police given to the first place winners of
Department and Charleston Fire each grade level at the awards ceremony at the end of the day, said
Department.
Throughout the event children Stacey Moore, Community Service
will be able to see the inside of a area of the Steering Committee.

By JEREMY GREER
Staff writer
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Bradley Invite, Xavier Invite
on tap for men's golf team
By CHAD MERDA
Associate sports editor
With less than two weeks left
until the Ohio Valley Conference
meet, the men 's golf team hits
the road where they will have a
busy weekend, playing in two
separate invitationals.
The Panthers are coming off
an 11th place finish in the 20team field at the Ball State
Invitational last weekend.
"We didn't play up to our
potential, but the weather was
bad and that hurt everybody,"
freshman Blake Kearney said.
First on the Panther's agenda
is the two-day Bradley Invitational which begins today.
The field consists of 16 teams
such as Marquette, Northern
Iowa, Southern Indiana, Lewis

University and the University of
Wisconsin-Green Bay. Last
weekend Southern Indiana tied
with the Panthers for 11th place
at Ball State, while Lewis took
15th.
Kearney said it is important
for the Panthers to shoot around
300 as a team each day in order
to be in the hunt for a top finish .
"I think it's important for the
team to play well since we
haven't put together a solid team
score," junior Luke Bland said.
After the Panthers finish up at
Bradley, they head off to play in
the 15-team field Xavier
Invitational Sunday and Monday.
Some of the teams they will
be going against are Ohio,
Purdue, Bowling Green, and
Cleveland State.
Last weekend Cleveland State

19-4 and 9-4 in conference, and are on a
two-game losing streak.
They started the season 15-0, but have
played .500 ball over their last eight
games.
The last time Eastern and Tennessee
Tech played each other, Tech won a 10inning game, 2-1.
The team is revved up for the confer-

took fourth at Ball State.
With such a short season and
with these last two competitions
for the Panthers before they host
the OVC Conference tournament
on April 21 -23, a strong showing
is a must.
"We have got to get some confidence going into the conference meet and maybe we can
make it to the NCAA (tournament)," Kearney said.
Bland said the Panthers
played both the courses at
Bradley and Xavier, and the
experience should pay off for the
team.
"They are both good courses,
and if we have good weather
conditions, we can play well
there," Bland said. "I think as a
team we will do well this weekend."

ence showdowns this weekend, according
to Fox.
"I think we're very confident and very
excited to keep playing," Fox said.
"We've been playing a lot of games, and I
hope that everyone's still going to be up
for each of our next few games.
"The fact that we're on an eight-game
winning streak, and we're going into a

Panther volleyball team
hosts spring tournament
Eastem's volleyball team will
get a little off-season work as it
hosts its own seven-team tournament Saturday.
0 hj 0
Va I I e y
Conference
champion
Southeast
Missouri,
which beat
the Panthers in the
finals of
the OVC
tournament, will
compete Saturday.
Also making their way to
Charleston are Western Illinois,
DePaul, Indiana State, IllinoisChicago and the Birdies (from
Elmhurst).
·

big conference weekend, and it's at home,
I think we will be at our best this weekend."
Fox believes the team is more grounded now than when the Lady Panthers first
played these three opponents, despite the
winning streak.
She said the team will avoid taking
Morehead, Eastern Kentucky and

The pl a y i~ structured as a
round robin tournam en t, with
each team playing four opponents. The re will be no playoffs
at th e end
of the afternoon.
Eastern's
schedule
starts at I 0
a.m.
against Illi n o i s Chicago.
The Panthers then
play
the
Birdies at 11, Western Illinois at
l p.m. and Southeast Missouri at
3.
Missouri was also scheduled
to compete, but has withdrawn.

-staff report

Tennessee Tech lightly.
"I think we've realized that we can lose
to these teams because we did," Fox said.
"Maybe we were too confident going into
those games.
"I think we definitely realize that we
need to work hard from the first inning. I
think we're excited to come back and
crush these teams, especially at home."

Marlins' Fernandez nearly no-nos Cub.bies, gets 1-0 shutout
CHICAGO (AP) . - Alex
Fernandez came within two outs of
the major league's first no-hitter
and overcame some dreadful fieldmg Thursday to carry the Florida
Marlins to a 1-0 victory over the
winless Chicago Cubs.
The one-hitter marked a sensational return to Chicago for
Fernandez, who pitched for the
crosstown White Sox for 6 1/2 seasons before signing a five-year, $35
million contract with the Marlins in
December. He also had a one-hitter
in 1992 for the White Sox.
Just when the Cubs thought they
couldn't do any worse, they almost

failed to register a hit in falling to 08 for the first time in the franchise's
122-year history. They lost their
first seven games in 1962 and went
oil to finish.Wi.thibeir worst record
ever, 59-103.
Chicago's only hit was Dave
Hansen's one-out pinch single in
the ninth - a hard one-hopper that
went under Fernandez's glove and
off his right leg before settling in
the infield g rass where no one
could field it.
Official scorer Don Friske made
the call immediately and there was
little doubt that it was a hit.
Fernandez (2-0) then had to

scramble to help Florida improve to
7-1 and become the only team in
the majors with fewer than two
losses.
.
He got Brian McRae 16·ground
to third baseman Bobby Bonilla,
whose throw pulled first baseman
Jeff Conine off the bag for an error.
The next batter, Brant Brown,
grounded to short but Edgar
Renteria bobbled the ball and had
no play at first. But Jose
Hernandez, pinch-running for
Hansen, rounded third base too far
and was thrown out by Renteria.
Fernandez took care of the final
out himself, fanning Ryne Sandberg
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for his eighth strikeout.
Fernandez had no walks and, in
fact, would have entered the ninth
with a perfect game if not fot
Renteria's fifth-inning throwing'
error after fielding Sha won
Dunstan's grounder. Dunston then
stole second and went to third on
catcher Gregg Zaun's throwing
error before Fernandez retired
Kevin Orie on a chopper that was
fielded nicely by second baseman
Luis Castillo.
Ignoring the chilly conditions at
Wrigley Field - 37 degrees with 10
mph winds and a threat of snow in
the air - Fernandez threw only 37

balls among his 117 pitches and
was ahead of almost every batter.
He outdueled Frank Castillo (0-

'.?1 whpllJl.9,~e,# ~X~~.~~1 Ni\._eig1'

ill'hings~ '" "' .,,.. .. ~ ,. •11 · ·• 1" ' 1 '' " ' " "'·" •
The Marlins scored the only run
Fernandez needed in the first
inning, when Luis Castillo singled,
stole second, went to third on
Renteria's sacrifice and scored on
Gary Sheffield's single.
The Cubs, who haven't been nohit since Sandy Koufax pitched a
perfect game against them in 1965,
next host defending NL champion
Atlanta with a chance to have the
worst start in league history.
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Consecutive playoff streak Deion told to honor
could end for Blackhawks Robinson differently
CHICAGO (AP)
If the
Chicago Blackhawks make the
NHL playoffs for the 28th straight
year, they will own the longest
active string of postseason appearances in major pro sports.
That it's still an "if" with two
games to go is no surprise.
"We never make it easy on ourselves. We haven't all year," said
coach Craig Hartsburg, whose
Blackhawks blew a chance to
clinch a playoff spot Wednesday
with a 1-0 home loss to St. Louis.
"We put it off another night and
we have to be ready to play more
intense. We don't have a lot of time
to worry about what slipped away.
We've got to look at what's ahead
of us Friday night."
That's when the Blackhawks
entertain the Calgary Flames. A
win or tie puts Chicago in the play-

offs, eliminates Calgary and
Vancouver, and finalizes the eightteam field in the Western
Conference.
If Chicago loses, then things get
very interesting.
Calgary closes the season at
Toronto on Saturday, the same
night Vancouver finishes at home
against Edmonton. A victory by
either Calgary or Vancouver would
force the Blackhawks to win or tie
Sunday at Dallas - which is vying
for the NHL's best record.
"We need to make sure it doesn't
come down to Sunday," Chicago
scoring leader Tony Amonte said.
"I thought that by five games left in
the season, it would be more stabilized. But it's coming down to
game 81. And it might come down
to game 82."
By winning Wednesday, the

Blackhawks not only would have
assured themselves of a playoff
spot but would have had a chance
to move up in the conference standings. Now, they can finish no higher than seventh, "and it looks like
we're fighting for eighth," Amonte
said.
That probably means a firstround date with Colorado, although
Dallas has pulled within a point of
the defending champion Avalanche.
"It's tough to go into the playoffs
and have to defeat the Stanley Cup
champions right off the bat,"
Amonte said. "But we have to beat
them sooner or later if we want to
get to the finals."
The Blackhawks, who hope to
have injured captain Chris Chelios
back in the lineup Friday, continue
to have trouble winning at the
United Center.

CINCINNATI (AP) - Sorry,
Deion, your sartorial tribute to
Jackie Robinson violates baseball Rule 1.11, section A, subsection 1 and then some.
And with that, the National
League on Thursday ordered the
Cincinnati outfielder to dress
the same as his Reds teammates.
Deion Sanders had cut off the
sleeves of his road jerseys so
they barely covered his shoulders and wore the bottom of his
pants at knee-length similar to
the style worn by Robinson and
other players of the era.
Katy Feeney, the NL's senior
vice president, told Reds general manager Jim Bowden on
Thursday that Sanders' style
statement must stop when it
comes to sleeve length.
"Deion will be wearing the
same uniform," Feeney said.

"We did not say anything about
pants. That hasn't been an
issue." Baseball's rule book
says nothing about the length of
pants. But it goes on for more
than 300 words alone about the
uniformity of uniforms.
"All players on a team shall
wear uniforms identical in color,
trim and style," the rule states.
"Sleeve lengths may vary for
individual players, but the
sleeves of each individual player shall be approximately the
same length. No player whose
uniform does not conform to
that of his teammates shall be
permitted to participate in a
game."
Sanders said he was surprised
by the stir.
"I'm not looking for any trouble," he said through Reds
spokesman Rob Butcher.
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Softball team hosts six-game oyc weekend
By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer
Eastern 's softball team will
put an eight-game winning
streak on the line as they host
three Ohio Valley Conference
opponents this weekend. The
Lady Panthers will square off
against Morehead State at 3 p.m.
~riday, Eastern Kentucky at 2
p-.rn. Saturday, and Tennessee
Tech at 1 p.rn. Sunday at
Williams Field.
Lady Panther head coach
Stephanie Fox said the weekend
will make or break the Lady
Panthers in the OVC standings.
"This is huge for us as far as
rankings," Fox said. "When we
played the same three teams
away is when we went 1-4. We
didn't play well~ I think that
we're ready to come back and
show them who we are."
Eastern will enter the game
with a record of 22-12 overall.
9-5 in the OVC. The Lady
Panthers are currently in fourth
place in the conference.
Morehead State will be
Eastern's first weekend oppo- ·
nent, as th~y will bring an 1118- l overall and 5-11 OVC
record to the game. The Lady
Eagles dropped two to Eastern
Kentucky on Tuesday, 2-6 and

7-9.
Eastern and Morehead traded
~lt~tR'H~ wh~P ~tu~ twq team11

met in March. Morehead won
the first game of a twin bill 4-0,
but Eastern took the -second
game 5-0.

CHET PIOTROWSKI, JR./Staff photographer
An Eastern fielder tags out Indiana States Brittney Frankenburger during the Panthers' sweep of the Sycamores Wednesday afternoon. The
Panthers' home stretch continues as Eastern hosts Morehead State Friday, Eastern Kentucky Saturday and Tennessee Tech S~nday. The three
double ~eaders end a 13-game home stand in which, the Panthers are 7-.0 thus far.
has the Lady Panthers only two
The Lady Eagles' top hitter Venturino has three shutouts and games.
going irito Friday's action is recorded the team's only save.
Eastern'$ pitching staff boasts saves, four complete games and
two nine-game winners in junior two shutouts.
senior outfielder Jennifer Moffit, Her ERA is 2.12.
On Saturday, Eastern will host
who comes in batting .373.
Senior
outfielder
Jen Mandy White and freshman Sara
Moffit also leads Morehead in Cherveny continues to lead the DeLaere. White _has an ERA of the Lady Colonels of Eastern
stolen bases, successfully swip- Lady Panthers at the P'late. 1.51 and is 9-2. She ha~ eight Kentucky. In their last meeting
ing 14 bases in 16 attempts.
Having started every game for complete games in 17 appear- with the Lady Panthers, Eastern
Senior Cheri Venturino is the Eastern, <;~en;e~r, is battin~ ances ;md two shutouts, includ- Kentucky swept two from
tbp atrtt Clit thi! L1Hly Ea~ll!!!' .432. Slit leads il'ie team in rui\s ing a ofie:hiHer against confer~ B"leiii ttH~~i( !: i ~ ~ij.
Tennessee Tech, the Lady
staff as she is 7-8, in 17 appear- scored with 25, and stolen bases ence leading Austin Peay.
ances. She has started 14 games, - 15 in 19 attempts. Cherveny
DeLaere is also 9-2 on the Panther's Sunday opponent was
going the distance in 13. has hit safely in the last four season, with a 2.14 ERA. She
See OVC page 6A

Baseball team travels to last-place Murray State
By MATT WILSON
~writer

'

'

We have never gotten on

track in terms of league
For the second weekend in a row, the
Panther baseball team goes on the road to play, and that's what I'm looking
play against the last-place team in the
for this weekend."
Ohio Valley Conference.
Last weekend, the Panthers lost three
-Jim Schmitz
games at Southeast Missouri, and this
Panther baseball coach
weekend they will try their luck against
Murray State with a doubleheader at 1
Eastern comes into the contest with a
p.m. on Saturday and a single game at 1
12-19
overall record and a 3-6 conferp.m. on Sunday.
"We went and lost to SEMO last week- ence record.
"We have never gotten on track in
end, and they were 3-6, so everyone in
terms
of league play, and that's what I'm
this league is competitive," Panther head
coach Jim Schmitz said. "Murray started looking for this weekend," Schmitz said.
off well in league play, but they have "Going on the road, I hope to take two of
struggled in their past two conference three to get things going, which we have
series, so they want to get back in the not done this year."
The Thoroughbreds didn't have much
hunt. Last weekend we lost three and
they lost three, so we're going to have to -luck over the past weekend either, as
they traveled to OVC leader Tennessee
go out and battle."

Tech and were swept in three games, losing the last one 7-6.
These losses dropped Murray State's
conference record to 4-8, while two victories over Arkansas-Little Rock during
the week improved the Thoroughbreds'
overall record to 19-16.
Murray State has four batters hitting
over .300, with senior infielder Eddie
Doyle leading the way with a .392 average.
He-is leading the team with 47 hits.
Doyle is also on top with 13 doubles
.and three triples and is second on the
team with 27 RBI.
Right behind Doyle is fellow senior
Jeremy Quire, who ha-s a .354 batting
average.
Quire leads the team with nine home
runs, 34 RBI and eight stolen bases in 13
attempts.
Sophomore Brad Bums comes into the
weekend with a .315 batting average. In

124 at bats, Burns is third on the team
with 39 hits. Of the 39 hits, he leads the
team with nine doubles and has driven in
23 runs.
The Thoroughbred pitching staff is led
by junior Tight-hander Todd Hollowell,
who comes in with a 4.91 ERA and a 4-1
record.
Hollowell has given up 27 runs on 45.
hits, while striking out 22.
Senior Adam Hines comes into the
series with a 4-2 record and a 5.48 ERA.
He is leading the team with 32 runs given
up and 57 hits given up and also leads
the team with 17 doubles allowed.
Hines' 38 strikeouts is good enough
for the team lead, but he also has the second highest walk total, 21.
After the weekend games, the Panthers
have three road non-conference games.
Eastern plays Chicago State for a double·
header Tuesday and then play Indiana
State Wednesday.

Western Invite final tune up for Panther track teams
By BRIAN LESTER
Staff writer
In past years, a track meet in the second week of April would not have as
much bearing on preparation for the conference meet.
Yet, because the men's and women's
Panther track teams will be hosting the
Ohio Valley Conference meet next weekend, this Saturday's road meet at Western
Illinois will be used as a tune up.
"The meet will be very competitive,
but we have to use this as a tune up
because we have our conference meet
next week," women-'s head coach John

-~

-~

Craft said. "Our biggest competition is
going to be at the conference meet."
Men's head coach Torn Akers, whose
team will- be gunning for .its second
straight OVC championship at next
weekend 's conference meet, is also
expecting a strong field of competition.
"There will be good competition in all
of the events and there will be as much
caliber competition as there was at our
·meet last weekend," Akers saicJ.
Providing the Panthers with competition will be Western Illinois, Illinois
State, Spoon ·River College, Black Hawk
East College, the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee and the University

of Illinois-Chicago.
Also, the Big Ten's University of Iowa
will be competing on the men's side
while Northern Illinois University's
women's team will make the trip to
Macomb.
Preparation for the meet has been
moving along despite the cooler weather
the teams have had to deal with this
week.
"It's been going well," Akers said of
his team's preparation. "Our athletes are
looking good and are getting geared up
for the conference meet."
Everything has been really good even
though it has been cooler this week,"

___.._
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Craft said. "We've been able to warm up
in the field house before going outside to
practice. It could've been warmer but it
also could've been worse."
While practices have not· really
changed, both teams are approaching this
meet a little differently. Craft said -the
approach to this meet puts his team in a
strange pn:dicament.
"We have to be careful because while
we have to be competitive so that we can
carry the momentum into the conference
meet, we also have to avoid injuries,"
Craft said. "The conference meet is so
early and so there are a lot of factors
involved."

-
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ou ve seen them in
the library quad.
You've seen them
near the campus pond. Their
trademark is their Adidas Rod
Lavers (they're the best shoes for
toe or insfde stalls). They'r~ hackers
... and they're everywhere.

Y

The Hack Club, a recognized student organization,
will host its third annual "THC Footbag Festival" all
day Saturday and Sunday in the Booth
Library quad. Hackers will be performing and competing starting 8 a.m.
until sunset both days. tf it rains,
the f~stival will move into the
Lantz Fieldhouse.
Danny Gerling, 20, an
undeclared major, is the presi·,
dent of the club and Frank
Gutowski, 20, a sociology major,
is the vice president.
The club was started three years ago
currently has 1Oactive members who practice with the group and play consistently, Gerling said, but
there are about 80 to 90 participants overall.
Between 60 and 70 competitors are expected to partake in the festivities this weekend, and at least twice that
number are expected to attend.
''Last year, at least 150 Eastern students, faculty and
community members attended the festival," Gerling said.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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*FREE Pregnancy Tests
*Accurate Information
*Strictly Confidential
*Post-Abortion Support
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I was doing the usual channel surfing one night a waterfall of greasy, uncombed, nappy hair falls
when an intriguing program came on. It was one of · over their shoulders.
those "20/20" or "Dateline" news programs - one
These pictures are common in almost every
of those programs of which I'm not generally a big magazine today, from " Rolling Stone" to "Sassy,"
which happens to be a young women's magazine.
fan.
This new "style," for lack of a better word, gloriA beautiful woman probably in her mid- to late20s was being interviewed. Clips of her modeling fies heroin addiction. It suggests to the public that
photographs appeared on the screen. Being a big the newest, coolest thing is to look like a druggie.
fan of women's magazines like "Mademoiselle" and And it diminishes the idea of what beauty actually
"Vogue," I thought this might be an interesting is.
The worst part of it is that young, impressionshow to watch (besides the fact that nothing better was on).
able individuals read "Rolling Stone," "Sassy" and
I was getting ready to hear about her daily beau- even "Mademoiselle." They are the ones to worry
ty plan or her nutritional tips for other supermodel about. And they are the ones who could very
wanna-be's. But this gorgeous young woman was easily fall into the trap of mistaking true ugliness
not discussing her photo shoots with "Elle" or her for beauty.
runway experience for Donna Karan. She was talkThese photographs are the life that the beautiful
ing about something much deeper, much more sig- supermodel (on the news program I mentioned
nificant.
·earlier) lived. This recent depicdo_n of. bewilder- .
This modet was sharing her · experiences with ment and confusion was tier-slajly. ro'.l.¢ir:ie :; s11~ i '
heroin addictiQn - a topic that seems almost taboo : spoke out against these heroin addiction phoin our societ}' today. ·
·
tographs, and she encouraged other men and
She recalled coming to New York City as a women in the business to do the same.
·Maybe people are attracted to this look because
young, naive and innocent woman looking for an
acting job. After she went through her past strug- it signifies a sort of edge in life - a lifestyle they
gle with the addiction, she brought up an interest- could never participate in. Or maybe people like
ing point - · one that has crossed my mind many this look because of the many music and movie
times while flipping the pages of various magazines.
celebrities who have come out about their drug
.
Supermodels seem to be sporting a similar look habits.
Whatever the reason is, people should rememthese days. No, I'm not talking about the J. Crew,
au natural look. Nor am I talking about that ber that the world's truly beautiful people are not
gluttons to drugs and alcohol. They aren't always
obnoxious 1970s style that's making a comeback.
What I'm talking about is that 1-need-a-fix-so- skin and bones either.
let's-shoot-up look ·that many of today's models are
I once heard that if Marilyn Monroe was still
alive, she'd never get a job because of her size (she
sporting in advertisements and photo shoots.
In case you haven't seen the latest Calvin Klein wore a size 16).
advertisement, the models I'm referring to are the
To be quite honest, I don't think she'd want one.
anorexic-looking waifs with dark circles under
their blood-shot eyes. They are often in the fetal To conlacl Donna , e-mail her al cudac1@uxa.ecn.bgu .edu
position clutching their.fac;e in th~ir. hands whil~

Horosco

ries {March 21 - April 19)
for entertainment purposes only

.,jupitron jill and derek mystic

SAGITIARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): Your
world has neve r seemed brighter.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): You lo
Everything you do seems to go right. Too
to be free of the shackles of oppressio .
bad a spastic colon makes yo u defecate
propose a public bra burning in the quad
uncontrollably in yo ur pants.
the weat her is bad, everyone can take
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 · Jan. 19): Expand
the ir bras in Stevenson and pretend
yo ur understanding of the universe and try
to enlighten your brethren. If you can't do
burn them. Residents can"t even bum c
dies let alone bras.
that, just tell your brethren your amusing
TAURUS {April 20 • May 20): Yo ur f
story that ends with " ... and t hat is how I
natured antics take the back seat as you
neutered my cat with my own two hands."
need to be se rious this wee kend. Your
time to go out and accomplish so me of
Knowledge . Share the wealth.
frie nd has a problem and it is time you
the goals yo u set for yourself. You don't
AQUARIUS Oan. 20 - Feb. 19): Public
confrontecl. him. Look him in the eyes and
want to die a virgin do you?
displays of affection produce condescendtell him that his hair is on fire. Then douse
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): You discov- ing glances fro m you r peers. No o ne
wa nts t o see how " in love " you are .
. him with water. Your actions will be great- . er a new talent this weekend as you do a
ly appreciated. .
.
.
.. . .. '" . . ~ l\~le soul searcl\ing. ~o. o qe .wg.uld havll •. Esi>eci?llY ~h~n you are, really "i~ love;· ,.
GEMINI (May' 21 -· Jtine: 21): 'Listen to•· ' ~uessed yo u ~re' aote 'to··dd' 2 1 shots "of. 'With yotirself, and you can't seem_cc>- keep
your heart and len!verything fottow from . tequila. Your parents muii: be so·proud. · · ' .Your zipper shut.
.
there. If your heart says "go", then go. If
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 23): Your luck
PISCES (Feb. 20 - March 20): It is time ·
your heart says "no", then don't. If your
with the opposite sex is at an all-time low.
to be daring and try something new. How
heart says "pretend yo u're Lady Godiva on
It seems that everywhere you look there
about hang gliding? Or maybe alligator
the Panther in front of Marty's," t hen I are attract ive, available women o r . men.
hunt ing? Or eat that weird, orange-colguess it is yo ur destiny.
However, everyone seems to want to set
ored cheese a nd r ice salad at lu nch.
CANCER (June 22 - July 22): A quick you up with their t roll-like friend. What
Experience all the marvels that life has to
temper will get yo u in trouble. That's why
can yo u do? Not a damn thing!
offer.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov. 21 ): Extra
it is much better to have a temper that
Edit or's note: The validity of these
slowly builds up and festers within your
income w ill se em to pop up out of
horoscopes should not be questioned. Jill
gut. Then when the last straw is dropped
nowhere . Due to the lack of options in
Je dlowski, junior journalism major, and
you will explode and kill yo ur fri ends.
food service, you decide to hunt and kill
Derek Glascock, junior psychology major,
Then you won't have to be worried about
your own dinner. While shooting at a deliare licensed astrologers pending tJ:ie arrival
them being mad at you. They'll be dead.
cious opossum, you miss, and up from the
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): The school ground pops a bul!bling crude. Oil that is. of their diplomas fr9m Sally Struthers'
Home Correspondence Course.
year is coming to a close, and now is the
Black gold. Texas tea.

Resident Astrologe

CALL 345-5000 ANYTIME!

in Every Bed
Fans - Radios - .AIC-

New Bulbs - Power Bed
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AT THE OTHER .H ONDA REPAIR SHOP
SPECIALIZING IN .GOLD WING'S & 3 WHEELERS I 4 WHEELERS
GENUINE HONDA PARTS & USED PARTS
19 YRS EXPERIENCE

JIMMY WALKER'S CYCLE SHOP RT 1 LERNA
J45-J758 CALL US & SAVE

Weekend Specials At

JERRY~ S PIZrZA
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CORNER OF 4TH AND LINCOLN

345-2844
11 am • 1:00 am
We Accept Vi-sa, Master Card, and Discover

r-----------------------,

I Large I Topping
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I

PIZZA

:

Small I Topping

I

I
I

PIZZA

I
I

! $795 ! $595
I

I
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Is yours BIG or .ma11? I bet it is not as

BIG as a La Bamba
Burrito! If you haven't

\l\~~...._.~...;.;.,;.Jli~ tried a La Bamba Burrito

you don't know
what your missing.
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1415 Fourth St.
open 11 a.m . -after the bars close 348-09 11

"Burritos As Bi As Your

Head!~'.

Zoom-E hopes tcrshow
,Charleston that some bandsstill
know how to rock

'1Jrachealcarruthers
Associate Verge editor

oom-E, a self-proclaimed straight-up, rock 'n' roll
bar band is bringing its classic guitar sound back at
9:30 p.m. tonight at T.ed's, I02 N. Sixth St., for '.ts
second appearance.

Z

Zoom-E boasts the talents of Keith Broeker, 22, singer
and guitarist; Mario Merlano, 22, lead guitarist; Brian
Morey, 21, bassist; and Ken Sidlowski, 21, drummer.
Eastern and the University of Illinois in Champaign can
claim these musicians as their own, with the exception of
the band's bassist, who's currently a . car salesman while
taking the semester off from the U of I.
The band rocks crowds as big as 600-700 people in
Champaign with cover tunes and original songs, which are
written by Broeker.
· "We take covers to a different level," Sidlowski, a
senior history and business major at Eastern from
Orland Park, said. "Some songs we play better (than the
original), but it's our own stuff that we add to it that
makes it better for us."
The band has only been together since the beginning of
fall semester '96.
The band started with Sidlowski and Broeker at a party
in Champaign in the fall of '95. Broeker was in another
band called Atlantis with Morey, an Air . Force R.O.T.C.
buddy.
·
Atlantis broke up when Broeker had to leave for
Georgia to train for the Air Force. Upon his return,
Zoom-E was created with Sidlowski and Morey, but it
needed a bassist.
A friend of a friend introduced Sidlowski and Merlano
when he found out they were looking for another guitar
player. Merlano was invited to jam with them on an infor=mal ~ see if they could play together.
The first time the band played together was in the
Doudna Fine Arts Center to the tune of "Johnny B.

HACKERS

Footbaggers will be coming to compete in
the festival from about seven states.
"People from Washington, Alabama and
Nebraska, just to name a few states, will be
coming in;• Gutowski said.
There are three levels of competition:
Beginner, Intermediate and Professional.
Gerling and Gutowski said they encourage
anyone with an interest to enter the contest.
Beginners can enter the competition at no
cost, and winners of that rank will be awarded such prizes as pizzas, footbags and other
similar items, Gerling said.
Gerling said that the community has been
generous with their involvement in the fest.
"We've received a lot of local sponsorship;·
he said.
Players at the intermediate and professional level have to pay entry fees of $20 and
$30, respectively, Gerling said. The entry fees
cover the costs of the t-shirts, which every
intermediate and professional contestant will
receive, and prizes, he said.
Competition will be based on five categories: Freestyle, Net, Doubles Net, Golf
and Consecutives.

above: Zoom·E from left to right: Keith Broeker, Mario Merlano, Brian
Morey and Ken Sidlowski

''

ant to lift
the roof off the place,
you kno
S ut rock." ·

11

- Keith Broeker Good:'
"We played together and after the first hour we
clicked;' Merlano, a senior computer management major
at Eastern from West Frankfort, said.
"There's a chemistry between the four of us:' Broeker,
a junior aeronautical/astronomical engineering major at U
of I from Palos Hills, said.
Merlano didn't play bass though. but the band was
determined they could be successful because Morey had
played bass before and was willing to re-learn it.
"I' m a much better bass player now anyway," Morey.
who currently calls Scott Air Force Base in O'Fallon ..
home, said.
Zoom-E members have problems with finding practice
time because of their diverse schedules. but they like it
enough to keep playing together.
The band hopes to be successful in the bar scene, but

photos by sarah wong

they're not looking to be one-hit-wonders.
"We want to remind people that there are still people
out there who want to rock," Merlano said.
The band strives to put melodies in its tunes and
doesn't like to play three chords for five minutes and call
it a song.
"If we don't achieve that, then we aspire to it;' Broeker
·
said.
The band really isn't worried about making it big in the
music scene.
"We all have other plans that will take us other directions;· Broeker, who was just told he was accepted into
~aining school to be a fighter pilot in the Air Force, said.
Sidlowski and Merlano are both seniors, so they will be
heading into the work force of their respective fields after
graduation.
Morey will be trucking back to school at U of I in the
fall.
"Everything we've done has been a team effort,"
Broeker said, "We've had a few bumps, but we get
through it. It's mostly constructive criticism."
The band takes the team concept to the stage and tries
to make the crowd a part of the team.
"When the crowd has fun, we have fun;· Morey said,
"We play for them:·
The crowd for Zoom-E's first appearance at Ted's was
fairly large and the band expects another big crowd.
"We want to lift the roof off the place, you know. balls
out rock;' Broeker said.
The Night Putters will be opening for Zoom-E at 9
p.m. tonight at Ted's.

from page 1
Freestyle is what most students see going
on while walking past the library quad. "It's a
circle of several people kicking the bag and
passing it to each other:· Gerling said. He
said intermediate players get one and .a half
minutes to perform and professionally
ranked individuals can perform for two minutes.
"We're judged on our best moves:·
Gutowski said. "FreeStyle is judged on style,
the difficulty of the moves and how many
times the sack is dropped:'
Gerling said the Net competition involves
one person on each side of the net (which is
about the size of a badminton net) kicking
the ball to and from and scoring points.
Doubles Net is the same principle, but with
four players instead of two.
Golf is just what it sounds like, except in
place of clubs, players use different types of
sacks, Gerling said. The objective is similar:
to get the sacks into the hole. But the hackey
sack golf holes are a bit larger - 18 inches in
diameter and 18 inches off die ground.
Gerling said a participant in the
Consecutives will alternate feet while kicking

the bag. trying to get the most kicks in the
allotted five minutes.
Andy Linder, the world record holder for
most consecutives (about 1,000 in five minutes), will most likely attend the festival,
Gerling said.
In the morning on both days, nine rounds
of golf will be played, Gerling said. At around
I0 or I I a.m., the net matches will begin and
run until dusk. On Sunday, the net matches
will conclude and freestyle competition will
begin at around 2 p.m.
Prizes will be awarded for first, second
and third place hackers in each category. The
performances will be judged by the players'
peers.
"We (THC) organize this festival to spark
an interest in people, in hopes that maybe
they'll compete next year:· Gerling said.
Gerling said the members don't set a practice schedule, rather they just play whenever
and wherever they see each other.
"We practice in the quad a lot and in
Morton Park," Gerling said.
But they're not limited to grassy fields.
They practice anywhere and everywhere.

"Just last week we got kicked out of the
Champaign Mall;' Gutowski said.
"Laundromats are our favorite spots to
practice because they are the only places
around here open 24 hours;• Gerling said.
"But we usually end up getting kicked out of
there, too:· Gutowski said.
But THC does more than kick a bag
around on the quad.
Some members even traveled to and
competed in the footbag world championships this past summer in Montreal.
· "Members from our club wer~ part of
the Illinois Collegiate Footbag League,
which won the title in the championship
c;ompetition:· Gerling said.
In addition to organizing their annual festival, The Hack Club has performed at benefits, the Charleston High School
Renaissance Fair, and junior high hackey
sack workshops.
For additional information on the festival
or maybe just for fun. check out this website: http://www.footbag.com. Anyone interested in joining The Hack Club should contact either Gerling or Gutowski.
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Clarks CD solid but familiar
Clarks fourth try at a hit album flops.
~ryan buikema
staff writer
and Bad Debt" in 1994.
It was one of those oh-soNow signed to a major label
empty dull days. A good friend
(MCA), The Clarks hope to
noticed my distemperature and
reach the heights of other felsaid to me "You need The
low Midwest cohorts like Tom
Clarks."
Petty, John Cougar Mellancamp
"Will it make me whole
and Shawn Colvin.
again?," I asked. He said, "If
If you're hoping to see The
there's dark in your heart, fill it
Clarks soon, pack up your car
with The Clarks" and handed
me their new CD entitled
"Someday Maybe".
For the next week I harked
The Clarks. I bought Clark
sarks and sang 'til I was
parched. I checked out The
Clarks website
(http://www.clarksonline.com)
and learned that there are no
Clarks in The Clarks. (It's all a
farce).
But Scott Blasey (lead
vocals), Greg Joseph (bass,
mandolin, vocals), Robert James
(six and 12-string guitars,
vocals, harmonica) and David
Minarik (drums, vocals) like to
play my favorite game, jarts.
The Clarks formed in 1987
and drive to Pennsylvania. For
amongst the campus halls of
the whole month of April they
Indiana University in
will be touring their homePennsylvania. After years of
state.
local and regional airplay from
The tracks on their new
college radio stations, The
album resemble the common
Clarks released their first
themes present in all of their
album "I'll Tell You What Man"
albums: painful memories,
on their own record label King
unexpressed emotions, conMouse Records. Their selffused and substance-induced
titled second album came next,
emotions and the need to
followed by their third album
escape personal reality once in
"Love Gone Sour, Sµspifi9_n,. ..,,· "•. a while. An(j it's all set to the
""·::
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familiar jive of the Gin
Blossoms and vocals similar to
Dave Matthews.
All in all, The Clarks melody
is not a bad bark, but it's also
no amusement park. Although
the vocals are solid, the
melodies are as dull as that ohso-empty day when I first was

introduced to them. There is
still an
unsatisfied void left behind.
I wonder if this darkness of
mine will end ... someday,
maybe.

The Clarks
"Someday Maybe"
MCA Records
r - ·- - .r -,
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cartoonists wanted
call
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TONIGHT!
AT: PANTHERS ·.
9:30 pm - 3:00 am
Open Fri., Sat.,
Nights.
348-0288
18 to enter

. I.jar Liar (PG13) DTS Digital;
Daily 5:30:7:45,10:00
Sat Sun malB 1:00,3:15
Jungle 2 Jungle (PG) Daily 5:00
7:15,9:4'0 Sat S161 mm 2:15
That Old Feeling (PG13) Dail'/
4:15,6:30,9:10 Sat Sun malB 1:45

~.-.;i·-....~~..,,,,,.~~~~~~~~llV"'~.-
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All Weekend Lonat
D•nner Spec•als
Friday
All you can eat walleye $6.95
Steak a Shrimp $7 .50

Saturday

8oz Rlbeye, Baked $6.95

Tossed Greek Salad

$5.25

Gross Point Blank(R) Daily 4:30
1:00,9:30 Sat SUn mm 1:30
The Saint (PG 13) Daily 4:00,6:45
9:20 Sat soo mm 1:15

Double Teem(R) Deily5:45,8:00
10:10 Sat Sun malB 2:30
The Devils OWn(R) Dlil'j4:45,7:1

9:45 Sat Sun mm 2:00
naconda (PG13) Dllly5:15,7:30
9:50 Sat Sun malB 12:45,3:00

IARLIAR

(Next to Citgo Gas Station)

217.345.3430
Buy • Sell • Trade
'U'

~~©~
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NOW OPEN DAILY!
~on. -

Fri. 11 - ?;..Sat.~

rt

~ 5; .

Sun•. 1:-5

Starwars(PG) Daily 7:00,9:45
Sat sun mats 1:30,4:00
English Patlent(R) Daily 8:00

Sat Sun mats 1:00,4:30 .. . .
New FRE E R£flll on Poi::corn

(J

Dr inks!

the Verge of the Weekend

peras
.

f~cus

d')deana poole and josi walls
staff writers

L

ove, romance, death and
tragedy can all be found on
one stage this weekend
during two contemporary operas
performed by six students.
"Opera American Style" will
be held at 7:30 p.m. tonight and
Saturday in the Dvorak Concert
Hall in the Doudna Fine Arts
Center. Two operas, "The Ballad
of Baby Doe" and "The Old Maid
and the Thief," will address how
women affected the lives of two
men during the 19th and 20th
centuries.
In the opera, "The Ballad of
Baby Doe," Charlotte Martin,
senior music major with emphasis on vocal performance, will
play the role of Baby Doe, who is
the mistress of Horace Tabor. He
is a rich married miner who is
played by Ted Sanders, a senior
music education major.
.
Augusta Tabor, Horace's wife,
played by Mayumi Yotsumoto, a
graduate performance major, discovers h.e r husband is having an
affair and is devastated.

~
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on relationships Catch Sea Bass in Triad

Tabor divorces his wife Miss Todd, an elderly woman
because 'he's fallen in love with who lives with her maid. The
his mistress and consequently character of- Laetitia, the maid,
will be sung by Callie Thompson,
marries Baby Doe.
"Divorce back then was a senior music performance
unheard of and she is torn," major. Miss Todd takes in a beggar, Bob, who will be sung by Ted
Martin said.
Tabor loses all his money ·s anders. ·
Miss Todd invites Bob to stay
because of the currency change
because she is lonely and finds
after the California gold rush.
"Everyone thought -Saby Doe him attractive. At the same time,
was after him for his money but a friend of Miss Todd, Miss
she stuck by him even when he Pinkerton, whose part will be
sung by Keisha Walter, a senior
was poor," Martin said.
Martin said she expects the music education major, tells Miss
Todd that a thief is loose in
production to be a success.
"I've been in every single town.
Miss Todd and Laetitia suspect
opera here since I was 17,"
Martin said. "Each year it gets Bob to be the thief and confront
him, and the. opera ends with a
better."
She said the cast has put a lot surprising twist.
Jerry Daniels, the director of
of time and ·effort into the prothe operas, said he expects the
duction of the play.
"We've put in a lot of long two operas to provide for _an
hours - but it's worth it:' Martin entertaining evening.
"This is a project as a cl~~' ~P
said.
The second opera perfor- I expect musical accuracy and
mance titled "The· Old Maid and strong characterizations ultithe Thief" made its premiere in mately resulting in an ent-ertain1939 and will be performed by ing evening:• Daniels said.
Admission to the opera is $3
three students.
Ellen Eardley, a sophomore for students and senior citizens
music major, v.:ill sing the part of and $5 for the general public.

d'JJessie dello
staff writer
Sea Bass is ready and rockln'
for its first opporwnity to play
publicly as the opening act for
Hello Dali at Snack Attack at 7
p.m. tonight in the Gregg Triad
food service.
The members of Sea Bass
include singer and bassist Brad
Decker: drummer James Amos:
and lead guitarist Tom Mitchell.
But Sea Bass shares all of its
members with other bands on
campus.
The band members met at
Eutern and upon discovering
they shared an Interest in musk,
they decided ro fonn a band and
began playing in January.
This gig will give the band a
chance to get out an(J try some
new material.
''We have a fairly decent set
now and we've been practiclng
hard for this show," Mitchell said.
The band said they play a heavier, alternative musk style
that's somewhat similar to the
sound of Tool.
"Hopefully this set wiU be

When We Say We Ad
Match Competitors Ads

WE DO IT!!

pretty representative of the style
we are shooting for," Mitchell
said.

Sea Bass is hoping that
tonight's shdw will help them gain
some familiarity among studena.
"We will see how songs go
over with the audience, and
hopefully we will obtain some
fans during our ~rst appearance,"
Decker said.
"It would be really nice if we
could impress some people and
keep them interested in us,"

Mitchell said.
The members share anxious
feelings in regard to tonight's
show.
•
"We are happy to finally get
out and be playing for the public,"
Mitchell said.
"I am both nervous and exdt·
ed because :Wit tf.iYe' never played
most of these in front of people
before;• Decker said.
Sea Bass seems to have a
future together. Future gigs
already lined up include the
Spring '97 Ugly Fest.
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Services Offered
MINI STORAGE for summer.
Phone 348-7746.
5/5

H~~p Wanted
CAMP.COUNSELORS wanted
for Michigan boys/girls summer
camps. Teach: swimming, canoeing, sailing, water skiing, gymnastics, riflery, archery, tennis, golf,
sports, computers, camping,
crafts, dramatics, OR riding. Also
kitchen, office, maintenance.
Salary $1300 or more plus R&B.
Camp LWC/GWC. 1765 Maple,
Nfld,, IL. 60093. 847-446-2444
_ _ _ _5/2
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING-Plus
forests, beach resorts, ranches,
rafting companies. Nationwide
openings. Call (919)918-7767 ext
R149.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,,4/22
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT-Earn to
$3000-$6000+/month in fisheries,
park,
resorts.
Airfare!
Food/Lodging! Get all the options.
Call (919) 918-7767 ext A149.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/22
CRUISE LINES HIRING-Earn to
$2000+/month plus free world
travel (Europe, Caribbean, etc ...
No exp. necbs$ary. Free
room/board. (919)918-7767 ext
C149.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/22
NEW restaurant coming soon,
CODY'S
ROAD
HOUSE,
Mattoon. Taking applications for
cooks, dishwashers, hostesses,
wait staff, bus people. Apply in
person at Gowins Restaurant &
Catering, 1700 Broadway,
Mattoon. Tues & Thurs. 10 a.m. 1 p.m., 4 p.m. 7 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/14
RAPIDLY GROWING MASSAGE
BUSINESS: needs ladies, make
lots of cash fast. No experience
necessary. Call Panthers 3480288
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4111
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT- Want to work in America's
National Parks, Forests & Wildlife
preserves with excellent benefits
& bonuses? (SeasonaVSummer)
Learn how from Outdoor information services. Call 1-206-9713624 ext. N57381
4/21
S""'T=-A,.,..Y""'IN..,..G::--F-O""R,...,T=-H""'E,,,--S.,.,U.,-M-M ER?
Have fun and make money at
Brian Place. Now hiring- all positions. 2100 Broadway Mattoon
234-4151.

Wanted
LOOKING FOR THE ULTIMATE
SUMMER JOB? Earn $5 to $6/hr.
while working flexible evening
hours. Apply at Eastern lllinors
University Telemarketing Facility
located at Worthington Business
Center, Suite 107, Monday
through Friday 8:00-4:30. No
calls please!
~--------4111
SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
CHARLESTON COUNTRY CLUB
is hiring for day time server and
kitchen help. Free golf and pool.
345-6603
,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/18

Wanted
LOSE WEIGHT WHILE YOU
SLEEP, the healthy way. No diet,
no exercise, all natural. Call 3457413.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/14

Make Money
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
MAILING OUR CIRCULARS. For
information call 301-429-1326
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/5
NE.ED EXTRA MONEY? Sell
Avon. Call 345-4197 or 235~1544
for
infonnation!
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/5
FUNDRAISER: MOTIVATED
GROUPS NEEDED to eam $500
+ promoting ATT, Discover, gas
and retail cards. Since 1969
we've helped 1OOO's of groups
raise the money they need. Call
Gina at (800)592-2121 Ext: 110.
Free CD to qualified callers.
·
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/5
FUNDRAISER: MOTIVATED
GROUPS NEEDED to eam $500
+ promoting ATT, Discover, gas
and retail cards. Plan now for the
next semester to get priority for
the best dates. Call Gina at 800592-2121 ext. 110. Free CD to
qualified callers.
_ _ __;;__ _ _ _ _4/11
$1000's POSSIBLE READING
BOOKS. Part time. At home. Toll
free ( 1)800-218-9000 Ext. R-2262
for listings.
.,.--------------4/11
$1000's POSSIBLE TYPING.
Part time. At home. Toll free
(1 )800-218-9000 Ext. T-2262 for
listings.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11

Roommates

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4111

WANTED: 1 OR 2 FEMALE
WILDERNESS TRIP DIRECTOR
ROOMMATES to share house.
WANTED for camp in Northern
$150-$175 monthly. Call 345Wisconsin. Prior experience
required. Climbing background · 2730.
preferable. Good pay. free room
-~~------4/11
SUMMER ONLY:2 bedroom.
and board. 1-800-480-1188 10
$300
a month. 348-7746.
a.m. - 10 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
-------=--~--4/11
ROOMMATES NEEDED for Fall
HELP WANTED-Drivers ·and
97-Spring 98. Close to campus.
Waitresses for Summer. Apply in
348-0749
person at Hong Kong House.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/17
150518th St
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4116
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Classified Ad Form
Name: ________________
Address: ______________~
Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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0 Check

0 Credit

Check number_ _ _ _ __

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Student 0 Yes 0 No
Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
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DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY·NO EXCEPTIONS
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considered libelous or in bad taste.
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For Rent

For Rent

SUBLEASE AT PARK PLACE! 3BEDROOM apartment. Close to
campus. Furnished. Rent negotiable. 348-5597
- -..· - - -..- - -..-4/14
3 SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
SUMMER. Large 3 BEDROOM
house, close to campus. Clean,
non-smoker. Rent reduced. 345·
2076
_ _,,_ _ _,,,_ _ _...._4/16
ONE TO FOUR SUBLESSORS
NEEDED for house near the
square. Rent negotiable. Call
345-6599
4/10
SUBLEASE WANTED: Graduate
student needs furnished apart·
ment or house. May through
August. Must allow small dog.
Call Ron at 765-746-5136.

SUMMER SUBLET 2-4 PEOPLE.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. POOL,
SUNDECK, CENTRAL AIR.
ALSO
AVAILABLE
97/98
SCHOOL YEAR. ASK FOR
MICHELLE/RUSS. CALL 3452053.
- · - - · - - - · - 4/11
1 SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
97-98 SCHOOL YEAR. Fully furnished 3 bedroom apartment.
Trash and water included
$250/month. Call 348-5001.
_ _ _ _ _ _...____4/16
SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
SUMMER.
Park
Place
Apartments. One bedroom. One
or two people. 345-9262.

LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
Furnished apartments, patios,
balconies, air, pool, sundeck,
close to campus, 24-hour maintenance appointment 345-6000.
5/5
ONLYONE LE-F=T-1O~ne-b-ed~r-oo.m,
unfurnished apartment- all utilities
paid! NO PETS, NO PARTIES!
Quiet building!! 345-6759
5/5
LARGE 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT FURNISHED. Dishwasher.
Garbage disposal. Trash paid.
Call 345-2363.
· - - - · - - - - - ·_ _ _ _5/5
LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE FOR 2, 3, OR 4 PEOPLE. Furnished. Dishwasher.
Garbage disposal. Trash paid.
Call 345-2363. Apartments available.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
SUMMER '97 ONLY. Furnished 5
bedroom apartment. One eflicien·
cy period. Phone 345-7225.
---------~5/5
AVAILABLE FOR 97-98-Two bed·
room furnished and unfurnished
apartments. 10/12 month leases.
Water and trash included: 947 4th
street. No pets allowed. Call 3487746 for appointment.
5/5
LA-R-G,..,E=-3-&_4_B_EcccD-R_O_O-c-Mc-F~O~R 46 PEOPLE. FURNISHED, DISHWASHER, GARBAGE DISPOSAL. TRASH PAID. AVAILABLE
FALL 97. 345-2363.
- - - - - - - - - - 5/5

SUMMER STORAGE now leasing units starting at $30/month for
4x12 and up. Call 348-7746.
---~---·--- _5/5
ONE AND TWO Bedroom apartments available 345-6533.
4/17
ONEAND TWO BEDROOM
apartments. for rent. Call 3481826.
· - - - - - - - - - _4/16
RENTAL PROPERTY EFFICIENCY APT located at 501 1/2 TAY·
LOR IN CHARLESTON. Fully fur·
nished, available May 15, 1997.
Lease & deposit required. Phone
345-6011. After 5:30 Call 3459462.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11

3 FEMALE SUBLESSORS to
share a room for summer. Park
Place. Under $200/month furnished.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4111
1 or 2 SUMMER SUBLESSORS
NEEDED FOR NICE 3 BEDROOM HOUSE. Great location.
Rent negotiable. 345-4297.
4/10
""S"UB"'L"""E""'S""S""O'"'R,....N"'E=E=D"'E""Dc--.""'LA""'RGE
1 BEDROOM APT. 802 Jackson
Ave. 275.00/month plus utilities.
Available May 1st. Call 345-1271.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/10
2 SUMMER SUBLESSORS
NEEDED. Furnished apt. close to
campus with air. Call 348-7822.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/10
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
SUMMER. Furnished, low rent,
and cheap bills. Call Jen/Stacy at
348-0237.

.,,.----=c----~-=-=------4/11

SUBLEASING FOR SUMMER!
Nice, furnished 2 bedroom apartment, rent negotiable! Call 3459172
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/10
SUMMER SUBLESSOR NEEDED 1 BEDROOM APT. RENT
NEGOTIABLE UTILITIES PAID.
CALL 348-8592.
4/11
2-S,--U_B_L_E_S~S~O-R_S_N~E~E,...D--ED 2
ROOMS, NC, Parking, dishwasher, OLDTOWNE apartments. Call
348-0058.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/15
SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
SUMMER TERM. 1530 2nd
Street. 345-9255 or 348-0727.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/15
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
SUMMER. Nice, furnished 2 bedroom house. Close to campus.
Call 348-0187.
4/16
N-E=E-D=E~D-2--4-P_E_O_P_L~E~FOR

SUMMER 97. Close to campus.
Park Place Apartments. Rent
Negotiable. 348·0937.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/15
4 SUBLESSORS NEEDED.
$130/month. Please call 3480892.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/14
SUMMER ONLY: 2 bedroom.
$300 a month. 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/5

ACROSS
1 To the limit
18 Unfortunate
meeting
n Hightails it
11 Needle point?
19Ferments
20 LAX regulators
21 EdwardG.
Robinson's role
in "Little
Caesar"
22 Provoke
24Certain
Louisianians
27Hidden
31 Dweller on the
Gulf of Masirah
32 Crowning point
on a building
35 Smalt version
3&Selenic

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4111

SUMMER SUBLESSOR NEEDED for roomy apartment. Good
location. $190/month. Call 3488002.

--~,.,---c----c-.,-----=---4111

2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
SUMMER 97. 2 bdrm. furnished,
air, apt. Close to campus. Call
345-4398
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __;4117
TWO SUBLESSORS NEEDED
FOR 2-BR APT. for summer.
Close to campus, rent negotiable.
Call 348-5665.
~---------4/16
SUMMER SUBLESSORS NEEDED! Ve.ry nice, large, clean apartment. Close to campus. AfC.
Rent negotiable. Up to 5 people.
345-1449
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11

- For Rent
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1997 .
McArthur
Manor.
QuietFumished-2 Bedroom Apartment.
345-2231.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
Close to EIU-Extra nice apartments, air conditioned, private
parking, twelve month lease.
Deposits
and
references
required. No pets. Water and
trash. Furnished. Two bedroomstove, dishwasher, refrigerator,
compactor, patio-$460/month.
One bedroom-stove and refrigerator-$315/month. Studio-stove,
microwave,
refrigerator$300/month. J.P. Furlong Realtor
345-8600.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4114
FURNISHED, SPACIOUS 4 AND
6 BEDROOM APARTMENT, 1400
square feet. Available summer or
fall of 1997. 6 blocks north of
Hardees. Off street parking available. Reasonable utilities. Ask
about 8% rent discount. Phone
345-7225.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4111

FULLY FURNISHED HOUSE-501
TAYLOR GREAT LOCATION, 3
BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS Three
Bedrooms for 3 or 4 persons. For
information please call 345-6011
after 5:30 call 345-9462. Ask for
Larry.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11

FOR SUMMER 2 BEDROOM
FURNISHED OR UNFURNISHED
APARTMENTS.
$300/month. Water and Trash
paid. 947 4th St. 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___c515
SNUG 3 BEDROOM HOUSE for
3 tenants. Good location near
Lantz. $570 for 1 O months.
Century 21 Wood R.E., 1512 A
Street, Jim Wood, broker.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/15

campus clips
ZETA PHI BETA SIGMA 3rd annual "Forever Blu" Ball tomorrow at
the Worthington Inn at 7 p.m. and a social tonight at the Sigma house.
LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION meeting tonight at
6:00 location T.B.A. Short meeting concerning BSU/LASO week which
is next week!
INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP chapter prayer tonight at
6pm in the Shelbyville Room.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER weekend masses Sunday, April 13 at
11 :OOam and 9:00pm in the Coleman Auditorium Chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Peer Counseling/Social Concerns
Workshop today from 4: 15-9pm in the Newman Center Lounge.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Monastary Coffee House will take
place on Sat. from 9pm-midnight at the Newman Center, located at 9th
and Lincoln.
UNIVERSITY BOARD meeting for security, ushers, and stage crew on
Sunday, April 13th at 2pm in the UB workroom. All group reps. must

attend. Have questions ready.

.:-:'::

~'.-' ~:;:::, ~·~'
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LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, AND ALLIES UNION social tonight at
8pm in the Union Bowling lanes. We're are bowling tonight at 8pm.
Meet at Union bowling lanes. Everyone welcome.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP worship service on Sunday,
April 13th at 10:30am in the Christian Campus House. Prayer meeting
9:30am- donuts/milk at 10am. 2231 S. 4th St.
PRE;-LAW SOCIETY/SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA mock LSArs April 12, 19
at 9am in Lumpkin 017. If interested in taking, contact Curt Richardson
at 348-8586 or Ray Randolfh at 581-3534.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Spring Planting Service Project on April 12 from
9:00-1 :OOpm. Meet at the rock by 8:45am.

FURNISHED, SPACIOUS 4 BEDROOM. 2 BATH, 1300 SQUARE
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
FEET apartment. Available sum- any non-profit. campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
mer or fall of 1997. 6 blocks north
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
of Hardees. Off street parking
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
available. Reasonable utilities. · submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday Is deadline
Ask about 8% rent discount. tor Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
Phone 345-9531.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5./5
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

37 Chinese mafia
38 Swamped
4001d photo
41 Tracy to
Hepburn, often
42 Museum pieces
43 Bacchanal
450neofthe
Flagston family.
in the funnies

4i"Mamma"
follower
49 Guardianship
s1 Cold and
blustery
54 Steamy 1973
bestseller
57 Route for a
· Liverpool ferry,
in song
58 Rosamunde
Pilcher novel
made into a TV
movie

DOWN
J Sighed line?
2 Hans, in Ireland
3 Mountebank
4 Suffix with
cannon
5 "Semiramide"
composer
a Funny business

7Jerk
&Lay, e.g.
9 Senior
10 Hurriedly
mumble
11 Pantywaists
12 Suffix with ideal
13 Son of Willy
Loman
14 Gwen in "Damn
Yankees"
15 "Orinoco Flow"
singer
21 Encounter
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24 "The
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Kids," e.g.
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29"The
Untouchables"
composer
Morricone
30 "Dancer at the
Bar" painter
32 Injured
33Buck
34 Shock absorber
36 Liberality
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Puzzle by Bob Klahn

39 On the.swarthy
side
40 Well-groomed
42Language
sound unit
44 Streisand's
directorial
debut
45 Some Millers
46Siege
protection
47Creep
48 One to grow
on?

SO Sci-fi writer

Frederik
51 Trojan horse,
for example
52 "Ain't She
Sweet?"
composer

53 Reasons
55 Dc:wghter of
Hyperion
56Where
Mindy
honeymooned,
in 1981 TV
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For Rent

For Rent

CHECK OUR HOUSING LIST!
Apartments for 1, 2, or 3 tenants.
Good locations, good prices. Lists
available at Century 21 Wood
R.E., 1512 A Street, Jim Wood,
broker.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/15
EFFICIENCY SUITE FOR 3
Tenants. Three private locking
bedrooms. $480 split 3 ways; 1O
month lease. C21 Wood, 1512 A
Street, Jim Wood, broker. 3454489
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/15
NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS 3
AND 4 BEDROOM HOUSES for
97-98 school year. $235/month.
12 month. lease. Call 345-3148.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/5
5 BEDROOM HOUSE, AND 2
BEDROOM APT. 1/2 block from
Old Main. Call 345-2730.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
2 AND 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENTS. Clean,
excellent condition. Good locations. Parking, laundry. No pets.
345-7286
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/5
UNFURNISHED HOUSES for 3
or 5 clean, non-smoking female.s.
One year lease. $215 each, near
campus. 345-2564.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/11
2 BEDROOM, FURNISHED
APARTMENT. 10 month lease.
Trash and water included. 3455048
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
ATIENTION STUDENTS three
bedroom house with large
kitchen, close to EIU. Available
August. 1 345-2516.
---------=-4/11
LARGE 5 BEDROOM HOUSE.
10 month lease. Partly furnished.
3 Blocks South of Charleston
Square. Call between nine and
five. 345-5088.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
4 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS. 2 blocks from
Student Union. Call between 9
and 5. 345-5088.
----------4/11
NEED 2 FEMALES. Fully furnished home. Own bedrooms. All
utilities included. Semester or 10
month lease. Security required.
348-0699 after 5 or leave mes-

2 BEDROOM FOR RENT- 1
Block from campus. Call 3454543.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/18
ROOMS FOR MEN IN MY
HOUSE. Quiet, serious students
only. Fall/Spring, $185/month, 9month
contract.
Summer,
$120/month. Most utilities included. Kitchen privileges. One block
from campus. Diane, 345-7266
after 5pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/23
SUMMER ONLY 2 and 3 bedroom apts. 1 block north of
Dominos. $135.00 each. 3488792
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/17
MINI STORAGE for summer.
Phone 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
3 BEDROOM FOR 3. $200 each
1O month lease. Deposit plus last
month. No pets, no parties. 3457181 after4pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/15
A 1, 2, AND 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS. Not close to
campus. Water and garbage furnished. A/C, some with W/D_
hook-up. Clean anctefficient. 3454494.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/11
A 3 BEDROOM RANCH HOME,
2 blocks from campus. C/A, W/D,
fenced-in backyard with one car
garage. Low utilities, clean and
modern. 345-4494.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
FALL 1 BEDROOM APT. 3 BEDROOM HOUSE. Summer only. 3
bedroom apt, 4 bedroom house
$300 month. 348-5032
4/25

Sage'.- ·.. . , · •· ·-

,.r . .,, • .._.;-.-
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4/21
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT.
Water, trash, heat, furnished. No
pets. Security and lease required.
348-0699 after 5 or leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
1 BEDROOM AND 3 BEDROOM
FURNISHED HOUSES. Available
June 1. Security deposit and year
lease. 345-4010.
·-----..,----,--5/5
UNIQUE 1 BEDROOM FURNISHED FOR 2. 2 Blocks from
Buzzard. Call between 9 & 5.
345-5088.
------·---~4/11
FURNISHED 3 BEDROOM APT.
IN ATRIUM. Dishwasher, garbage
disposal, pool and hot tub. With
vanity sinks in each bedroom. 3
or 4 people for Fall 97. Call 3453670.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/11
NEAR EIU-LARGE 4 BEDROOM,
2
bath
house,
washer/dryer, for 4-6 students.
348-7941.
. .,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
CHARLESTON FURNISHED
room. Home environment. 1 block
from campus. Meals included.
Female non-smoker. $400 negotiable. 345-1284
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/14
HOUSE FOR RENT. Up to 6,
starts at $150 plus utilities. Call
345-2086 after 1 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
SUITE FOR RENT. Next to Old
Main. $300 plus utilities. Call 3452086 after 1 p.m.
--~.,.---,o=~o-=c,-,-c=-.4/11
ONE, TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT. Also 3, 4 and 5 bedroom
houses. School year lease. 3480009.
----------.,--,4/15
VERY CLEAN, DELUXE, 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT. Downtown
Mattoon. 1 year lease. 400/mo.
348-8406.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/5
SUMMER ONLY. 2 bedroom.
$300 a month. 348-7746.
------~---5/5
LARGE 2 BEDROOM-TOWNHOUSE STYLE APT. 2/3 people.
Nice, furnished, close to campus.
M & L Properties. 348-0350.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/18
SUMMER 1997-1 AND 2 BEDROOM APTS. Furnished, Low
Rent, Low Utilities, close to campus. Call 348-5406 or 348-5479.
4/15
=FO_R_R=-=E~N=T-9~7--~9~8-S-IX-BED-

ROOM TWO BATH HOUSE ON
CAMPUS. Call for appointment.
630-208-0218 after 5 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/24
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For Sale
85 WHITE SAAB 900 TURBO
powerlocks, power sunroof,
automatic. $1200 OBO. Cal
Brooks 345-1460
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/3
86 MUSTANG. 6CL, auto, BLK,
good condition. $3000. Call Kim
Brooks 345-5692.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/18
BEDROOM FURNITURE: Large
Dresser, desk w/chair, end table.
Call J,~.~.~4~,~~!'lQ,.,. .. ,. ,, .. '•·
·q
'
. • ·- ·~,••. ,
• i·'411"5
MERCURY TOPAZ '87 Great
transportation, well-maintained,
recent tune-up, new tires, PS,
PB, PM 86K 1200 o.b.o. 3455101.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/14
KEG FRIDGE $350 O.B.O. MTX
Sub Box. Call 348-1869 Ask for
Chad.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/15
TREK 820 MOUNTAIN BIKE 18"
frame. Rapid fire shifters. Low
miles $250. 258-6530.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/11
TREK 2100 ROAD BIKE.
Composite/Aluminum frame 21".
Shimano 105. Excellent condition
$550. 258-6530.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
LOFT FOR SALE. Sturdy, well
built. Call Stephanie at 581-3402
for more information.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/14
PAIR OF ROLLER BLADES,
ONLY WORN 5 TIMES, Bauer
Blades $75.00 o.b.o. Call 3454543.
.•
4/16
3 1/2 x 7" SLATE·POOL TABLE
with balls and cues. $250. 3462542
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/17
PEAVEY T-15 GUITAR with hard
case. $200. Call Jason 345-9752.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/18
1986 HONDA ACUORD LX.
Power windows, doors, tapeplayer, sunroof. Runs great. $2500
obo. 345-4157 Andrea.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/18
SEIZED CARS from $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4WD's. Your area. Toll free
(1)800-218-9000 Ext. A-2262 for
current listings.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
'93 GEO METRO, maroon, 2-Dr.
hatchback, manual, regularly
maintained, great mileage. $3270
obo. 581-2531
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/17

Lost & Found
LOST: MEN'S RIMLESS WIRE
FRAMED
PRESCRIPTION
GLASSES. Lost around the
Library. Call 359-6440.

Announcements
ORDER CAKES NOW FOR
GRADUATION. Call Sheila's
Sweet Thing's. 345-6223.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/11

•
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Announcements

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
THE PLACE- 8 miles east on
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS ·Route 16. Weekly ~pecials: MonAVAILABLE FROM -SPON- · ·ro cent drafts. Tues- free pool.
SORS!!! NO REPAYMENTS,
Wed- Ladies' Night: 25 cent
EVER!!! $$$CASH FOR COLdrafts, $1 rail. Thurs- $1 Ice
LEGE$$$ FOR INFO: 1-800House.Fri/Sat-liveDJ9-1.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/21
243-2435.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/5
WANT DINNER NEXT SUNDAY
OFFICIAL NOTICE TO ALL
NIGHT? EPSILON SIGMA
SPRING/SUMMER GRADUALPHA
WILL
HAVE
A
ATES: YOU MAY ORDER DISSPAGHETTI DINNER ON SUNTl NCTIVE
GRADUATION
DAY, APRIL 13 from 5 to 8 p.m.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
@ $3 for big spaghetti and garlic
TOKENS ... FAST, 5-DAY DELIVbread. Call 3992 to place your
ERY... ALSO, IT'S NOT TOO
order and get free delivery to all
LATE FOR CLASS RINGS!!
dorms including greek and uniCOME IN TO SEE US AT
versity courts! 90% of all funds
TOKENS, OR CALL AT 1-800goes to COALITION FOR
954-7237
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE. ORDER
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/30
TODAY!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/11
NEW AT TOKENS EVERY DAY:
DOUBLE PRINT FILM PROPARTY BARN AND HAYRIDES.
CESSING. $4.99 PER ROLL OR
Barn with loft. Outdoor corral area
CHOOSE SINGLE PRINTS &
with volleyball court and bonfire
FREE FILM $4.99
area available August 1st. Book
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
before May 15th for special rates.
4 WEEKS REMAIN UNTIL
348-1424.
_ _ __.__ _ _ _ _ 4/29.
FINALS, SO DO YOU HAVE
YOUR RESUME DONE? Well if
SALE, SALE, SALE!!! FRIDAY,
not, get it done right at Student
SAl'URDAY, AND SUNDAY.
Publications. We have a fast, reliDesperado's C.D. Exchange. All
able service that includes cover
doubles and overstocks $3.99. All
letters. CALL TODAY 581-2812,
other pre-owned C.D.'s $5.99.
ask for Adrienne or Leticia
Black light posters $4.00. Regular
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/11
Posters $3.50.
PROVOLONE CHEESE, PRO~~--~--,-~=-=c=--~'4/11
VOLONE
CHEESE,
PROWOULD YOU LIKE PERMISVOLONE CHEESE,
PROSION TO DRIVE WHILE
VOLONE CHEESE. FREE on all
IMPAIRED? April 21, 9th street
our subs at JOEY'S. 345-2466parking lot.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/11
speedy delivery.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/11
GET
READY
TO
ROCK
ATIN LADIES: Full set of profesTONIGHT! ZOOM-E with the
sional nails super special only
NIGHT PUTIERS at Ted's 9:30.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
$21. Call Miranda 345-9100.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/14

ARE SPReAt:' 8"'
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Personals

GOOP LUCK TO ALL FRATERGOV'T FORECLOSED homes
fr.om pennies on $L' Delinquent' ·N~1!!:&-ANl'3' SORORITIES during Greek Week. The men of
Tax, Repo's, REO's. Your area.
Sigma Nu.
Toll free (1)800-218-9000 Ext. H_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
2262 for current listings.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
TRI-SIGMA EXEC. BOARD: You
are all doing an AWESOME job! I
love you! Spo
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
TO THE LADIES OF DELTA
GREEK
WEEK
KIDS
ZETA: Best of luck during Greek
OLYMPICS/SAFETY DAY VOLWeek and especially at Greek
UNTEERS: Don't forget check- in
Sing! Four in a row? I'll be rootin'
on Sat. at 9:45 a.m. You must be
for ya! Love, Gina D.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
ready to go by 10:00 a.m. See
TO THE MEMBERS OF ALPHA
you all there!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
SIGMA TAU ATIENDING RLWSATTENTION: All cars parked in
Good luck this weekend, we
the 9th Street Lot and in the
know you'll make a great impression. Tau Love- your sisters.
street on Greek Court m\Jst be
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __:4111
moved no later than Friday night
for the Kids Olympics!
AMELIA- Happy 21st Birthday!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/11
It'll be a great weekend. Love,
TRI-SIGMA TUGGERS AND
Brett
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/11
AIRBAND Keep up the hard
CONGRATULATIONS
TO
wor1<! Love, your sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/11
CECILIA BRINKER for being
TRI-SIGMA Get fired up for
pinned to BOOGER OF LAMBDA
LAMBDA LAMBDA. Love your
Greek Week!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/11
Omega Mu sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/11
KATHY FISHER OF TRI-SIGMA
D-CHl'S- Good luck with Greek
We all missed you! Hope you're
sing on Sunday! I know you guys
feeling better. Love, your sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/11
are going to do great! Love,
CHRISTY STRAYER OF ASA
Lindsay
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/11
Your sisters sincerely appreciate
TO THE MEN OF SIGMA CHI: It
all your dedication toward greek
is such an honor to be your
sing! The hard work will pay off!
Alpha Love, your sisters.
sweetheart! I'm looking forward to
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
a great year! Love, Kathy
SHARON CHARETTE: Happy
---~-~---4/11
22nd Birthday! Let's do it right
HEY PHI SIGS: Keep up the
great job. Keep the spirit up for
this year (sorry, that means no
cartwheels down the middle of
Greek Week. Phi Sig Love
Lincoln!!). Love, Jamie
Sparrow
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
-------~--4/11

Personals

gthe the
Patterson CD captivates listener
Verge of

friday.4.11.1997

Ra~saan
fl drew granger
staff writer

I must admit I had never heard
· of Rahsaan Patterson before listening to his self-titled release. I also
must admit I was very pleased.
Throughout the CD the vocals
stand out. Patterson pulls double
duty on most of the songs, providing both lead and backup vocals,
sometimes doing both entirely by
himself.
When additional backing vocalists are used, one cannot help but
notice the way the voices blend to
near perfection.
The layered texture of the

instruments is another strong
point of the CD. The use of a wide
variety of percussion gives spice
and is a welcome change from the
bass- and drum-heavy tracks that
one would hear at a club. While
the drums and bass are present,
they are usually part of a mix that,
while still danceable, is good for
just sitting and listening to.
The second track, "Spend the
Night," is a more mellow song that
retains a noticeable bass line and
moves a little slower, carried by
great background vocals. The
strings that float in the background
add to the lighter feeling of the
song and counter the bass and

percussion very well.
The fourth track, "So Fine,"
returns to the dance beat with a
nice combination of the bass and
guitar countered by the keyboard.
The beat is simple, consisting
mainly of drums, and is augmented
by handclapping that gives you the
feeling that this song was recorded
on the "spur of the moment,"
when Patterson and company
were just hanging out in the studio
having a good time. Patterson's
vo~ls reinforce this.
Track seven, "Can't We Wait a
Minute," has a very good string
intro that makes you think someone changed the CD on you.

When the keyboard and bass
come in, the addition is so
smooth, it's hardly noticeable.
Here, Patterson's vocals shine. The
song quickly returns to its softer
beginnings and the brief appearance of heavier bass and percussion suddenly makes sense.
"Joy;• the No. 8 track is a nice
acappella number where Patterson
joins David Thomas, Mark Kibble
and Alvin Chea of Take 6. This is
easily one of the best tracks on
the CD, and it provides a soothing
blend of vocals.
"My Sweetheart," the ninth
song, is reminiscent of a Stevie
Wonder tune, and at times

•f• d d

Weekend

Patterson even sounds like
Wonder. Which isn't necessarily a
bad thing.
Overall, Patterson presents an
enjoyable' CD that would be a
good addition to any party. The
skillful weaving together of a
plethora of. instruments and
Patterson's steady vocals sneaks up
on the listener and quietly captivates him or her.

t• •

Rahsaan Patterson

"Rahsaan Patterson"
MCA Records

***
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TO THE LADIES OF PHI SIGMA
SIGMA- Good luck with Greek
Week- I'm there for you. Emilie
_ _ __ __ _ _ _4/11
ERIN MCGUIRE OF PHI SIGMA
SIGMA Good luck with Greek
Sing. You deserve the best. LITPEmilie
_ __ _ _ __ _ _4/11
NEALE
TAULBEECongratulations on being selected
Outstanding Senior of AKO. I am
very proud of you! Sigma Love,
Kristin
_ _ _ _ __ __ _4/11
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA- Get excited for a fun-filled week of greek
competition and unity!
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _4/11
GET FIRED UP ALPHAS, GREEK
WEEK IS HERE!
_ __ _ _ __ _ _ 4/11
DARCIE , VALERIE, JEN, AND
LAUREN: Thank you for all of your
Greek Sing dedication! We love
you! You know you make us want
to shout! Love, the Sig Kaps.
_ _ _ __ __ _ _4/11
LIBBY BOWER AND ANDREA
RAMSEY OF SIGMA KAPPACongratulations on your position
of volunteer coordinator chair for
the AIDS Memorial Quilt. Loveyour sisters.
_ _ _ __ __ _ _4/11
ANDR EA REM SEY OF SIGMA
KAPPA- Congrats on your position
for the Sigma Kappa 1998
National Convention! Your sisters
are so proud!
_ ______ _ _ _4/11

SIG KAPS- See you at the quad
for Bingo! Don't forget to vote!
- ,--,-- - - - , , . --,--- 4111
JACKIE MCBRAYER OF SIGMA
KAPPA- Terrific work on costumes
for Greek Sing! Love- your sisters.
--------~-4/11
SIG KAPS. BINGO. SIG KAPS.
CAMPUS POND . SIG KAPS.
Sing, Sing, Sing. SIG KAPS
_ __ _ _ _ _ __ 4/11
CHRISTY STRAYER OF ASA .
Thanks for all your hard work you
put into greek sing. We love you!
Alpha Love, your sisters
-----~....,....--4/11

JANA WENDLING OF ASA: Your
doing a great job with tugs! Keep
up all your hard work. Alpha Love,
Amy
- - ---=--,-- - -- - 4/11
ALPHA COACHES JASON AND
SCOTI: Thank you both for your
dedication and hard work. You
guys are the best. Love your
Alpha luggers
--- - - - -- - -- - 4/11
ALPHA TUGGERS: Keep up the
hard work it will all pay off in the
end. You guys look excellent and
thanks for all the dedication. Love,
Jeannine
_ _ _ __ __ _ _4/11
ALPHA PHI SINGERS: You ladies
are awesome! Do your best on
Sunday and make Kermit and me
proud. AOE Mathias
_ _ __ _ _ _ __ 4/11
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$1.25
$1.50
$1. 75
$1.25

Red Dog I lcehouse
Pints Draft
Corona I Becks
Well Drinks

CHINA88
1140 Lincoln

348-1232
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Celebrates 25 Years of Sisterhood
April 11-13, 1997
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Applied Sciences (Lumpkin Hall 112) for Fall Semester 1997. In
order to pre-enroll in upper-division business classes, admission
to the School of Business is required. Deadline for making application is June 15, 1997.-T.W. lvarie, Dean, Lumpkin College of
Business and Applied Sciences
DAVE
DEBOLT
TEACHER
SHORTAGE
SCHOLARSHIP-Applications for the 1997-98 David A. DeBolt
Teacher Shortage Scholarship have been recei_ved and may be
picked up in the Lower E-Wing, Student Services. To be eligible
you must meet the following: a U.S. citizen or eligible non-citizen;
a legal resident of the State of Illinois; enrolled on at least a halftime basis as an undergraduate at the sophomore level or above
in a "Teacher Education Program," or as a graduate seeking initial
teacher certification; meet the Satisfactory Academic Progress
Policy of the school ~t which you are enrolled; are not in default;
have not been .awarded a Paul Douglas Teacher Scholarship, a
Minority Teacher of Illinois Scholarship, or an Illinois Special
Education Teacher Scholarship for the same academic period for
which you are applying. The Free Application for Federal Student
Aid must be completed . Deadline for application is May 1,
1997.-Beverly Miller, Financial Aid Advisor
STUDENT MAY PAYCHECKS- Students who will not be on
campus May 30th(payday) and are unable to pick up their paycheck should sign up for Electronic Funds Transfer(EFT) prior to
May 1, 1997 to have their check deposited into their banking faCility or a sett-addressed stamped "rlveh:ipe Will neef:i 18 [le f:iell~=
ered to the Student Payroll Office, Room 208, Old Main for the
check to be mailed. Students should verify that the University
has a correct home address as this is the address that their 1997
W-2 will be mailed in January. If the address on the April paycheck is missing or incorrect, the student should contact the
Housing Office and the Student Payroll Office.-Sandra Ramsay,
Payroll Supervisor

2o

Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. Omicron Delta Chapt'er

•Revolutionary 12
• Lesvel Prsonne
•MGT3
•BT Express
•The Unsinkabl
•PB2
•Twice As Bad
•Bold Dynamic
•Destiny
•Genesis Two
•New Horizon
•Ebony and Ivory
•Misty Blue

..

INTERSESSION REGISTRATION- If you have not yet registered for INTERSESSION CLASSES, you should register IMMEDIATELY. If you do not register for Intersession BY MAY 1, you
will be assessed a $25 late fee. The only exception to this late
fee is registration for INTERSESSION WORKSHOPS ONLY; you
may register for an Intersession workshop any time before the
workshop begins and not be assessed a late fee .-Michael D.
Taylor, Registrar
•
REGISTRATION REMINDER-If you have not yet registered for
Summer and/or Fall, you should do so immediately. Complete
information is in the schedule bulletin, which is available in the
Registration Office.- Michael D. Taylor, Registrar
PERKINS/NDSL BORROWERS-If you are graduating or do not
plan to be at least a half-time student at Eastern next semester; it
is mandatory to complete an exit interview. Failure to do so will
result in a COMPLETE HOLD being placed on your University
record. Interviews will be held in the Office of Student Accounts,
south side Old Main, cashier's entrance, the week of April 21
through April 25, 1997. CALL 581 -3715 TO SCHEDULE YOUR
EXIT INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT.- Linda Coffey, Assistant
Bursar
ATTENTION PRE-BUSINESS STUDENTS-Students who will
have 60 semester hours completed AND all five of the following
courses completed-ACC 2100, ACC 2150, AIS/COM 2100,
MGT 2750, COM 2810--with a grade of C or better by the beginning of Fall Semester ·1997 may now apply for admission to the
School of Business in the Lumpkin College of Business and
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Official Notices are paid for by the Office of University Publications.
Questions concerning Notices should be directed to the originator.
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